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Optoelectronics market grows 39%
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Solid performance: a breakdown of the optoelectronic component markets in 2004 by product type, excluding displays (left) and a comparison with 2003 figures (right).

“The performance of the optoelectronics market in 2004 was
solid and probably one of the better
years in the last decade,” commented Michael Lebby, the president of OIDA, on the results of the
new report. “All segments exhibited
growth in 2004, except optical fibre
and cable, which stayed relatively
flat, declining slightly by 1%.”
Within the components sector,
growth was particularly strong in
several areas: high-brightness LEDs
(up 37%), image sensors (up 34%)
and flat-panel displays (up 43%).
Important applications fuelling this

LIGHTING

FINANCIAL RESULTS

Philips to take
over at Lumileds

Newport integrates
Spectra-Physics

Philips is acquiring Agilent’s 47%
stake in Lumileds – a joint venture
founded by the two firms in 1999
to develop high-brightness LEDs.
The 7765 m deal will give Philips
ownership of 96.5% of Lumiled’s
shares, with the remaining 3.5%
owned by an employee trust firm.
Lumileds employs 1760 people
at its offices in San Jose, California,
US, Penang, Malaysia, and Best, in
the Netherlands. Its sales for the 12
months from August 2004 to July
2005 reached $324 m (7262 m),
a rise of 28% over the prior year.
The firm’s LEDs are used in everything from rear lights for cars and
backlights for mobile phones, to
streetlamps and traffic lights.
“This agreement underscores

Newport Corporation has reported
second-quarter sales of $97.5 m
(779.2 m), a slight increase over its
first-quarter figure of $97 m. Net
income for the first half of 2005
was $7.3 m. The US firm says that it
has now completed its integration
of Spectra-Physics and is optimistic
about business in the third quarter.
“On 16 July, we reached the oneyear anniversary of our acquisition
of Spectra-Physics,” said Robert
Deuster, Newport’s chief executive
officer. “This week, we’re completing the last major integration project: the exit of our manufacturing
operations in Oroville, California.
We have transitioned the operations of Oroville to other Newport
facilities and outside suppliers,” he
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The Dutch town of Ede has sited Philips
Lighting’s LED streetlamps, which have
an expected lifespan of 50 000 h.

Philips’ commitment to creating
value through growth and innovation in emerging technologies,”
said Theo van Deursen, chief executive officer of Philips Lighting.
“Through this acquisition we will
be fully engaged in all stages and
areas of the LED business value
chain, and uniquely positioned to
further strengthen our leadership
in this new exciting market.”

LCD TVs and camera phones have
seen strong growth.”
OIDA is upbeat about the year
ahead, forecasting that a similar
performance will continue, with
opportunities in the healthcare,
sensors and games markets.
● The 260-page Worldwide
Optoelectronics Markets – 2004
report can be purchased directly
from OIDA at www.oida.org. This
7th edition includes chapters on
optical communications, lasers,
LEDs, solar cells, image sensors,
displays, nanotechnology and
venture capital.

growth included the use of LEDs in
the display backlights of mobile
phones and cars, CCD sensors in
digital cameras, and laser diodes in
optical storage (CD/DVD) systems.
The consumer and entertainment market was the fastest growing – up 72% to $70 bn – whereas
the communications market grew
just 10% to reach $22 bn.
“The driving engine for these
numbers has been the successful
penetration of display-based products and technologies into both the
consumer and computer markets,”
commented Lebby. “In particular,

Spectra-Physics

By Oliver Graydon
The year 2004 turned out to be a
good one for the optoelectronics
industry, with demand for displays,
LEDs, and CCD/CMOS image sensors showing double-digit growth.
That is according to an annual
report just published by the Optoelectronics Industry Development
Association (OIDA), US.
The report, entitled Worldwide
Optoelectronics Markets – 2004,
says that the total market for “components and enabled products”
grew 39% to $236 bn (7191.7 bn)
from $170 bn in 2003.

Newport: optimistic about Q3 2005.

added, “and expect to begin to realize the savings from these actions
beginning in the middle of the third
quarter of 2005.”
Deuster expects sales to grow to
$99–102 m and generate $5–8 m
in cash in the third quarter. “New
orders for the first half of 2005 of
$201.8 m grew approximately 4%
compared with what they would
have been in the first half of 2004
had Spectra orders been included,”
he said, “despite a 3% reduction in
orders from microelectronics customers during this period.”
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Quantel secures Megajoule coup
Facility in the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory in the US.
Under the terms of the contract,
Quantel will supply the pre-amplifier modules used to help boost the
power of the beams before they are
directed onto a target. The deal is a
big coup for the French manufacturer of lasers as it is almost equal
to the firm’s entire annual revenue
of 735.8 m in 2004.
What’s more, it is a blow to
French defence contractor Thales,
which was widely expected to

receive the contract.
“Regarding the choice of Quantel, we can say that we have 35
years’ expertise in lasers and have
worked many times with the CEA
everywhere in France,” said a
spokesperson from Quantel. “This
is proof of the confidence they put
in our company.”
In order to help service the contract, Quantel has purchased a
7000 m2 facility near its current
headquarters in Ulis and is planning to recruit more staff.

LASER DIODES

MATERIALS

licences for its technology. CDT
spent $4.2 m on research and
development in the second quarter.
However, the company says that
it is expecting to realise $13.4 m in
deferred revenues and contracts
before the end of 2005. “We
expect strong revenue growth for
the remainder of 2005, and that
the sale of our 50% shareholding
in Litrex to Ulvac of Japan will be
completed in the fourth quarter of
2005,” said David Fyfe, CDT’s chief
executive officer.
“In May, we announced our
intention to form a joint venture
with Sumitomo Chemical,” he
added. “We believe that, when in
operation, this will significantly
increase the effectiveness of the
polymer OLED supply chain and
encourage faster adoption of our
technology by display producers.”

CEA

Quantel has secured a 730 m
contract from the French Atomic
Energy Commission (CEA) to supply equipment to the giant Megajoule laser fusion facility that is
currently under construction in
Bordeaux, France.
When it is completed in 2010,
Megajoule will use 240 laser
beams to illuminate a target pellet
with 1.8 MJ of energy in an
attempt to create laser-induced The Ligne d’Integration Laser facility – a
fusion. A similar project is also small-scale prototype of Megajoule – is
underway at the National Ignition already up and running near to Bordeaux.

Alfalight enjoys
contract bonanza
Alfalight, the US developer of highpower laser diodes, has been awarded just under $7 m (75.65 m) by
the US military to boost the efficiency and output power of diodes
to a new level of performance.
The cash comes in the form of an
18-month project worth $1.4m for
phase II of DARPA’s super-high-efficiency diode sources (SHEDS) programme, and a 12-month $4.5 m
project from the Army Research
Laboratory (ARL), with the aim of
developing a 1 kW diode array.
The aim of SHEDS phase II is to
demonstrate a single diode with a
power conversion efficiency of 80%
in a stacked array, emitting 480 W

at a temperature of 50 °C. Alfalight
has already produced a 50 W diode
bar with an efficiency of 71% and
plans to enhance this by investigating quantum-dot technology,
and further reducing the loss mechanisms of current designs.
In contrast, the ARL project
involves combining the output
from as many as 40 or 50 emitters
to create a 1 kW high-brightness
source. According to Alfalight’s
Ron Bechtold, the challenge is to
find the optimum balance between
the number of diode emitters and
the power per individual emitter.
● As OLE went to press, we learnt
that Alfalight has received another
round of venture-capital funding
that will add $7 m to its bank balance. Alfalight was founded in
November 1998 and produced its
first diode laser in May 2001.

CDT quarterly cash
burn continues
Despite a significant increase in
revenue for the second quarter of
2005, Cambridge Display Technology (CDT), the UK developer of
polymer organic light-emitting
materials, is still consuming large
amounts of cash.
Its latest set of quarterly financial results report a revenue of
$2.7 m (72.18 m) – a rise of 71%
over the first quarter – but a net
loss of $6.7 m. The firm now only
has $15.1 m left in the bank.
Part of the problem is that an
increasing percentage of CDT’s
income is coming from contractbased research, which is far more
expensive to perform than selling
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MERGERS
Optical switch specialists Continuum
Photonics, of the US, and Polatis, of
the UK, have agreed to merge. The
companies will combine their
technology, product lines and
personnel, and will maintain offices
and operations in both countries.
JOINT VENTURES
Cymer and Carl Zeiss SMT have
formed a joint venture called Team
Cymer Zeiss (TCZ) to develop
production equipment for making
flat-panel displays. The firms say
that, by combining their expertise in
ultraviolet lasers and optics, they
have made a thin-beam
crystallization tool for processing
low-temperature polysilicon – a
critical ingredient of thin-film
transistors.
BUY-OUT S
XTREME, a joint venture between
Jenoptik and Lambda Physik, has a
new shareholder. Japanese light
specialist USHIO has acquired all of
Lambda’s shares in XTREME,
making it a partner holding 50% of
the extreme-ultraviolet light-source
company. Lambda has chosen to
concentrate on its core markets in
the industrial, scientific and OEM
medical areas.
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SECURIT Y

Airport tests THz imaging
ThruVision has started trialling
its terahertz (THz) imaging technology at an airport in the UK.
Having worked to reduce the cost
of the technology, chief executive
officer Claes Bergstedt is confident
that the firm will be generating
revenue from its security screening products within 6–9 months.
Founded one year ago, ThruVision is a spin-off from the UK’s
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
(RAL) and is based at a science
park near Abingdon, Oxford, UK.
It has approaching 25 staff.
In 2002, a joint project between
RAL and the European Space
Agency called StarTiger developed
a 1inch, 16-pixel passive THz imaging chip. The success of the space
camera project led to the idea of creating a company to take the work
into the commercial domain.
Although ThruVision is reluctant to discuss the details of its
detector, the device appears to combine high-frequency electronics
with a photonic crystal microstructure. According to Chris Mann, the
company’s chief technical officer,
the technology can image radiation
from a few hundred gigahertz to
several terahertz, and has a sensi-

CCLRC/ThruVision

IN BRIEF

On trial: ThruVision is testing its terahertz imaging technology at a UK airport and
expects to generate revenue from its security screening products within nine months.

tivity in the picowatt regime.
Waves in this gap between the
far infrared and the microwave
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum are able to pass through
clothing and packaging, but are
strongly absorbed by metals and
other inorganic substances. This
means that a THz imaging system
can potentially reveal the presence
of concealed illegal objects, such
as knives and guns, and smuggled
items, such as narcotics, alcohol,
and money.
However, Bergstedt says that
security applications are just the
beginning. “We’re developing a THz

platform technology that can be
applied to all kinds of imaging and
materials analysis,” he said. “The
challenge is getting the cost of the
technology down. We’ve done that
and can produce detector arrays on
a commercial basis.”
Bergstedt says the advantage of
ThruVision’s detector technology is
that it is passive, meaning there is
no illumination source of THz
waves required: the detector images
the radiation emitted by the target
object. Furthermore, the device
operates at room temperature and
is capable of a sub-second refresh
rate, allowing realtime imaging.
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FINAN CIAL FOCUS
H E A LT H C A R E
Advanced Medical Optics has announced secondquarter net revenue of $227.1 m (7184.4 m)
compared with $168.7 m for the same period last
year. The growth in revenue is due to the firm’s
acquisition of laser vision correction specialist
VISX, and Pfizer’s ophthalmic surgical business,
along with increased sales in its ophthalmic
surgical and eye-care brands. In the second
quarter, the firm reported a net loss of $438.1 m
compared with a net loss of $112.5 m for the same
period last year. However, the 2005 figure is
heavily impacted by a tax charge of $456.3 m
associated with the company’s recent acquisitions.

PHOTONICS
LINOS of Germany is forecasting that revenue in
the 2005 fiscal year will be at the bottom end of its
781–85 m estimate, following the announcement
by Agfa Photo that it has initiated insolvency
proceedings. LINOS has been forced to write off a
72.5 m order placed by Agfa in 2004. Secondquarter 2005 revenue stands at 719.1 m,
compared with 723.2 m for second-quarter 2004.
LINOS attributes the reduction to weakness in the
semiconductor market.

TELECOMS
Lucent Technologies has reported a net income of
$372 m (7302 m) for its third quarter of fiscal
2005. This compares with a net income of
$267 m for the previous quarter and $387 m for
the same quarter last year. Revenues for the third
quarter were flat sequentially at $2.34 bn, but up
7% year-on-year. “This quarter, we continued to
deliver steady, profitable results driven primarily
by our strength in 3G mobile networks and growth
in our services business,” said Lucent’s chief
executive officer, Patricia Russo.

M AT E R I A L S

IMAGING
DALSA’s second-quarter 2005 results show
revenue of $44.1 m (735.8 m) – up 10.6% yearon-year – and net income of $2 m, down from
$4.1 m for the same period last year. “Our
earnings were below expectations, mainly due to
lower gross margins in the semiconductor
business,” said DALSA’s chief executive officer,
Savvas Chamberlain. “Digital cinema, MEMS, and
our newly formed CMOS integrated circuits group
are expected to contribute significantly to our goal
of growing company profitability at greater than
30% per year, on average.”

Corning has reported second-quarter sales of
$1.141 bn (7926 m) – its 10th consecutive
quarterly sales increase – with net income of
$165 m. The US firm’s display technology division
achieved record sales of $415 m in the second
quarter, a 30% increase over first-quarter sales
and a 50% increase over second-quarter 2004
sales. With first-quarter results, optical fibre
volume and pricing were essentially flat.
“Corning’s third-quarter volume growth will be
largely dependent upon our ability to continue to
bring on additional large-generation LCD glass
melting and finishing capacity, and our customers’
ability to ramp up their new large-size generation
fabs,” said Wendell Weeks, Corning’s president.

LASERS
Sales at GSI Group were $66.9 m (754.3 m) for
the second quarter of 2005, compared with
$64.8 m in the previous quarter and $84.5 m for
the same period last year. Gross margin for the
quarter was 41% of sales, up six percentage points
on the previous quarter. “Expenses were driven
down from the last quarter through a combination
of materials cost reductions, favourable product mix
and the absence of non-recurring charges,” said GSI
Group’s chief executive officer, Charles Winston.

IMAGING
FLIR has announced second-quarter revenue of
$131 m (7106.4 m), an increase of 10% on the
same quarter last year. Net earnings for secondquarter 2005 increased 37% to $24.6 m.
Revenue from the US firm’s thermography division
increased 18% over the second quarter last year,
following strong sales of its E-Series cameras. The
company’s imaging division delivered a 6%
increase in revenue, compared with secondquarter 2004 figures.

D I S P L AY S
Planar, a provider of flat-panel displays, recorded
third-quarter sales of $53.2 m (743.2 m), down
13% compared with second-quarter 2005 and
down 20% year-on-year. The company is
predicting sales of around $50 m for the quarter
ending 30 September, 2005. “Sales declines in
each of our business units reflect the display
industry’s increasingly competitive environment,”
said Balaji Krishnamurthy, Planar’s chief
executive officer.
PHOTONICS
Coherent has posted sales of $125.3 m
(7101.3 m) and net income of $9.6 m for its
third quarter of fiscal 2005. Sales and net
income for the same period last year were
$128 m and $4.7 m. The US firm’s third-quarter
2005 net income includes a charge of $1.6 m,
relating to the purchase of Germany-based
TuiLaser in June 2005.
“Our backlog position and cash generation
remain robust. Cash from continuing operations
was more than $24 m for the most recent quarter,
and is just shy of $73 m year-to-date, surpassing
fiscal 2004’s full-year total,” commented
Coherent’s chief executive officer, John Ambroseo.

LENS TESTING SYSTEMS
MTF - EFL - Distortion - Field Curvature
www.image-science.co.uk
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Right place, right time

“Clean-air
legislation
is creating
new filter
markets for
Corning.”
Oliver Graydon

When it comes to cashing in on a market
boom, most technology firms count
themselves lucky if they get the opportunity
to ride one wave in their lifetime, let alone two.
That being the case, Corning must be one of
the luckiest firms around. Having profited from
a soaring demand for optical fibre in the 1990s
during the telecoms bubble, the US glass
specialist is now seeing revenue from the flatpanel display industry go through the roof.
This time around it’s not the need for a new
global high-speed telecoms network that is
pulling in the cash, but the widespread
adoption of liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) in
mobile phones, computer monitors and, most
importantly, televisions.
History seems to be repeating itself: just as
Corning had previously opened factory after
factory to manufacture strands of silica glass,
the firm is now investing heavily in new
plants in Asia to make the ultra-thin sheets
that act as the face of a display.
In its latest set of quarterly financial results,
Corning’s display technology division
reported sales of $415 m (7335 m), which is
approaching half of the firm’s entire revenue
of $1.14 bn for that period. Perhaps more
importantly, sales of display glass are still
growing at a phenomenal rate – a 30% rise
over the first quarter of 2005, and a 50%
increase over the same period last year.
“Our second-quarter sales of glass
substrates were larger than our total Display
Technologies segment sales for 2002,” said
Wendell Weeks, Corning’s chief executive
officer. “We have seen a 40% decline in the
retail price of an LCD television year-on-year,
and this has helped to fuel demand.”
As if this wasn’t enough to smile about,
Corning could be about to prosper from a
third market just starting to take off. The
ceramic filters for cleaning up vehicle engine
fumes to meet new legislation are creating
opportunities of their own. The firm has just
invested $100 m into a new factory for
producing the filters and says that it expects
the market to grow from around $250 m this
year, to around $1 bn by 2008 as new US and
European clean-air standards take effect.
Oliver Graydon, editor
oliver.graydon@iop.org
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Q-dot firms face market choices
Quantum dots (Q-dots) are beginning to find application in areas
ranging from biomedicine to white
LEDs and telecommunications.
However, as these nanometre-sized
emitters continue to enter the market, developers are confronted with
the headache of how to turn a
promising technology into a commercial product.
The problem is confounded by
the fact that the fabrication of the
final product, the supply chain and
the customers can vary tremendously, depending on specific Q-dot
applications. This means that suppliers have to think about how
tightly coupled both the development and supply of Q-dots are to
any integrated final device.
There are striking differences
between the route to market for
Q-dots in biomedical applications
and their route for use in white
LEDs or telecommunications.
In the case of biomedical applications, Q-dots are sold as a
stand-alone product that medical
researchers can buy directly from
the supplier and use as a substitute
for other materials, such as organic
dyes. In effect, the Q-dots themselves represent the final device,
and one can see that a relatively
open supply opportunity exists.
One such supplier is Evident
Technologies of the US, who, in
May 2005, announced what it
claimed were the first commercially
available Q-dots not to contain
heavy metals such as cadmium or
lead. Instead, the Q-dots are made
from indium gallium phosphide,
and have the potential to emit from
the deep red to the near-infrared.
Whereas the route to market in
the biomedical sector is relatively
straightforward, the route to market using Q-dot lasers in telecommunications applications, such as
optical interconnects and Q-dot
nanocrystals in white LEDs, is
OLE • September 2005 • op tics.org

Sandia National Labs

As the development of quantum dots continues at pace, companies face a new challenge: how to turn
this promising technology into a commercially viable product. Robert Thomas shares his thoughts.

Sandia’s white LEDs feature embedded nanocrystals instead of an external phosphor.

more complicated.
In these examples, it is not easy
to separate the development of the
Q-dots from the fabrication of the
fully integrated final device. Companies cannot simply synthesize
the Q-dots and then supply them to
another company that makes
lasers as a discrete product; the two
processes are interwoven.
The route to commercialization
here puts the Q-dot developer up
against mainstream laser makers
or IC companies, making it a tough
challenge. One such start-up that
will have to overcome this problem
is Zia Laser of the US.
Having recently secured thirdround venture funding of $8 m
(76.6 m), Zia Laser is focusing on
short-distance optical interconnects using a Q-dot passive modelocked laser (MLL) device.
Zia Laser’s development is
geared toward the generation of
high-frequency laser pulses for the
distribution of optical clock signals. Specifically, the company has
demonstrated 5 GHz optical pulses
from Q-dot MLLs with sub-picosecond jitter and output wavelengths of 1250 nm and 1310 nm.
Given the route-to-market issues

within the LED structure itself,
rather than coated externally, as is
currently the case.
Specifically, the technique combines cadmium selenide (CdSe)
nanocrystals – each made of a
CdSe core and a zinc selenide shell
– within a GaN-based LED. The
result is an all-inorganic whitelight LED, compared with today’s
inorganic/organic hybrids.
Such integrated white-light LED
devices are in the early stages of
development, and the measured
quantum efficiencies of the Los
Alamos/Sandia devices were very
low (0.001–0.01%). Nevertheless,
the elegance of the solution and
the success that Q-dots have had
over organic dyes in biomedical
applications suggests that the
approach has some merit.
The bottom line is that the developers of Q-dots and nanocrystals
for optical applications need to
understand the underlying specific
value chains. Such an understanding will determine the extent
to which a developer is likely to be
reliant on third parties in order for
commercialization to proceed.
As a general rule, when an application requires substantial forward
integration into device manufacture, small companies are better
suited to pursue technology licensing opportunities. More “open”
applications, in which, for example,
the synthesized Q-dots themselves
are the final material or device, are
better suited to small-company
product commercialization.

stated above, Zia Laser has decided
to work with a major semiconductor-maker to develop its Q-dotbased optical clock interconnect.
The difficulty is that any Q-dot
developer may become reliant on
other parties or industry players for
commercialization of its products.
The best business model for
small players may be that of technology licensing, rather than final
device supply. When it comes to
developing a Q-dot-based optical
interconnect, further barriers to
commercialization may include
the need to gain industry-level
agreement and specification, and
this may take some time.
In terms of end-users, there is
growing demand for Q-dot-based
phosphors for white LEDs. Currently, the most common type of
white-light LED uses a blue or ultraviolet gallium nitride (GaN) pump
LED, together with an up-convert- Robert Thomas is principal at SRI
ing organic phosphor coated onto Consulting Business Intelligence, a
the top facet of the LED.
business and technology research
However, recent joint research
consultancy spin-off
at the Los Alamos and Sandia
from the former
National Laboratories, both in
Stanford Research
New Mexico, US, has resulted in
Institute. See www.
novel white-light LEDs in which
sric-bi.com or e-mail
the nanocrystals are incorporated
rthomas@sric-bi.com.
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By Jacqueline Hewett
Secure optical data storage could
soon literally be at your fingertips,
thanks to work being carried out in
Japan. Yoshio Hayasaki and his
colleagues from Tokushima University have discovered that data
can be written into a human
fingernail by irradiating it with
femtosecond laser pulses. Capacities are said to be up to 5 Mbits and
the stored data lasts for six months
– the length of time it takes a fingernail to be completely replaced
(Optics Express 13 4560).
“I don’t like carrying around a
large number of cards, money and
papers,” Hayasaki told OLE. “I think
that a key application will be personal authentication. Data stored
in a fingernail can be used with
biometrics like fingerprint authentication and intravenous authentication of the finger.”

Yoshio Hayasaki

Fingernails store personal info

This image was recorded with 0.4 µJ, 800 nm pulses focused to a depth of
30 microns and a bit spacing of 4.5 microns. The increased fluorescence intensity is
observed in the dark regions by using a microscope with transmission illumination.

The team’s approach is simple:
use a femtosecond laser system to
write the data into the nail and a
fluorescence microscope to read it
out. The key to reading the data
out is that the nail’s fluorescence
increases at the point irradiated by
the femtosecond pulses.
Initial experiments were carried
out on a small piece of human fingernail measuring 2 × 2 × 0.4 mm.

The writing system comprises a
Ti:sapphire oscillator and Ti:sapphire amplifier. Pulses of less than
100 fs at 800 nm are then passed
through a microscope and focused
to three set depths (40, 60 and
80 µm) using an objective lens.
Each “bit” of information has a
diameter of 3.1 µm and is written
by a single femtosecond pulse. A
motorized stage moves the nail to

create a bit spacing of 5 µm across
it and a depth of 20 µm between
recording layers.
An optical microscope containing a filtered xenon arc lamp excites
the fluorescence and reads out data
stored at the various depths. “We
regulate the focus with the movement of the microscope objective,”
explained Hayasaki. “The distance
between the planes is set to prevent
cross-talk between data stored at
different depths.” Hayasaki says
that the same fluorescence signal is
seen 172 days after recording.
Although initial experiments
have concentrated on small pieces
of nail, the team is now developing
a system that can write data to a fingernail still attached to a finger. “We
will develop a system that can
record the data at the desired points,
that compensates for the movement of the finger,” said Hayasaki.

DISPLAYS

Japanese electronics giant Fujitsu
has developed flexible, colour electronic paper (e-paper) that can
display an image continuously
without using electricity. The company says that this “image memory
function” makes its technology an
ideal replacement for paper used in
the advertisement boards usually
found inside trains and buses.
Fujitsu is now testing its e-paper
and hopes to commercialize it during the fiscal year from April 2006
to March 2007. However, the company would not comment on what
products will be commercialized.
As well as the image memory
function, another key feature of
the display is its flexibility. Fujitsu
says that the e-paper is unaffected
even when it is bent or pressed with
fingers. “The screen image can be
changed with no distortion to the
colour at a bending radius of
60 mm,” Scott Ikeda, Fujitsu’s pubOLE • September 2005 • op tics.org

Fujitsu Limited

Fujitsu develops colour e-paper

Fujitsu’s display is a passive-matrix reflective-type cholesteric liquid-crystal display.
The company’s 3.8 inch-diagonal prototype has 105 pixels/inch and 320 × 240 pixels.

lic relations manager, told OLE.
Based on a proprietary flexible
film substrate, the e-paper uses
three displaying layers: red, green
and blue. Fujitsu says that because
no colour filters or polarizing layers are required, the paper produces colours that are significantly

more vivid than conventional
reflective-type LCDs.
“The display is a passive-matrix
reflective-type cholesteric liquidcrystal display,” explained Ikeda.
“The 3.8 inch-diagonal prototype
has a resolution of 105 pixels/inch
and 320 × 240 pixels [QVGA]. We

believe that over 300 pixels/inch is
technically possible.”
The current three-layered prototype is approximately 0.8mm thick,
and Fujitsu expects to reduce this
thickness in the future.
Although it will initially target
advertisements, Fujitsu lists other
applications as electronic shelfpricing displays and short-term
information displays, such as operating manuals. It adds that when
the screen image needs to be
updated, the display consumes a
minimal amount of electricity.
Fujitsu is not the only firm chasing the dream of e-paper. Eink, of
the US, and ZBD Displays, of the UK,
have both been developing “image
memory” technology. Eink’s is
based on electrically charged pigment particles, and ZBD’s on a bistable LCD. However, neither firm
can currently offer displays capable
of supporting colour images.
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Start-up debuts with realtime 3D

OPTICAL DATA STORAGE

Sharp doubles
storage density
Sharp has developed a blue-laser
storage technology that is capable
of holding twice as much data per
layer (50 GB versus 25 GB) than
the Blu-ray disc format that is now
entering the market.
The Japanese electronics firm

16

given a resolution of 5 µm.”
The pOCT system comprises a
Twyman-Green interferometer, a
superluminescent diode, the CMOS
sensor array and its associated electronics, and a linear stage. A single

sweep of the interferometer’s reference beam scans the complete
sample and gives a topographic or
tomographic image. “If the material is penetrable to light, our system can look into it,” said Frey.

“Uncoloured glass or liquids are
easy; scattering materials like skin
or teeth are more difficult.”
According to Frey, the system
can look into skin to a depth of
between 0.5 and 1 mm. “We can
look into teeth to at least 3 mm
with good resolution, which will
enable us to develop a device for
the early detection of demineralization by caries,” he said. “In a
fibre-coupled mode we plan to
attach it to the dentist’s drill. A
dentist could then remove parts of
the teeth very precisely by seeing
the process in realtime.”
Heliotis will target industrial
applications initially and Frey says
the system is ideal for a range of
applications. “It could be used in die
bonding for quality control, as well
as in all applications where volumes
of liquid need to be measured, such
as in lab automation,” he added.
The Zurich-based company,
which has six employees, has just
received its first round of funding.
Frey says that he is now in negotiations with investors and hopes to
raise a second round next year.

unveiled the 100 GB dual-layer
“super-resolution” optical disc at a
conference on optical storage and
memory (ISOM/ODS 2005) held
in Hawaii in July.
Sharp claims its super-resolution
format holds up to 9 h of high-definition television footage in a duallayer optical ROM disc. Each layer
consists of a series of data marks
(pits and bumps) covered by a thin,
transparent super-resolution film.

The film’s thermo-optic properties enable a very high resolution
data read-out that beats the optical
diffraction limit. This means that it
is possible to identify data marks
that are smaller than the footprint
of the laser beam, leading the way
to higher density storage.
Sharp’s scheme uses a blue laser
beam with a diameter of 400 nm to
read data marks that are just
100 nm wide. Although the laser

beam illuminates several marks
simultaneously, heat-induced differences in the film’s optical transmission allow a distinction between
the pits and bumps.
According to Sharp, it has been
searching for suitable materials to
create a film with the high optical
transmission required for a multiple-layer disc for some time. It
says that it has now found a metal
oxide that is up to the task.

Heliotis

Heliotis, the latest spin-out from
the Centre Suisse d’Electronique et
de Microtechnique in Switzerland,
is starting its commercial life with
a formidable goal. Using its parallel
optical low-coherence tomography (pOCT) technology, the firm
hopes to become a leader in the
field of realtime 3D imaging, with
micrometre precision.
pOCT is a non-invasive and noncontact imaging technique which
uses interferometry to acquire 3D
surface relief (topographic) or internal slices (tomographic) images in
realtime. Heliotis’s trick is to use a
2D CMOS sensor array in which
every pixel acquires and processes
the optical signal in parallel.
“The CMOS sensor array consists of 144 × 90 smart pixel sensors that also perform signal
preprocessing,” Ruedi Frey, the
firm’s CEO told OLE. “The CMOS
sensor gives 6000 frames per second, which gives us 10–15 3D
images per second. The vertical resolution is 10–12 µm, but we can
see that two to three microns will
be possible. One setup has already

Heliotis initially plans to target industrial applications, such as die bonding. The
firm’s parallel-OCT system produces between 10 and 15 3D images per second.
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Smallest CO2 laser targets marking

METROLOGY

Dot scale makes
metrology easy
By Jane Douglas
A small UK enterprise is turning to
optics to cut the cost of co-ordinate
measurement machines (CMMs).
Aberlink’s idea is to replace the contact probes and traditional linear
scales found on CMMs with a vision
system to enable fast, precise and
cost-effective inspection of parts.
The Gloucestershire firm’s latest two-dimensional vision CMM,
named Project X, features two
cameras and a “dot scale” – a 2D
grid of coloured dots that provide
the XY reference needed for a
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able to contaminate the gas mixture. “The electrodes and matching circuit coils are external,
further reducing contamination

inside the laser tube,” said Zeleny.
“The Cipher-V10 does not rely on
O-rings to seal the output coupler
and mirrors,” he added. “O-rings
have been known to let water and
gases in to the laser tube, which also
contaminates the gas mixture.”
Thanks to a removable objective
scan lens, the laser is available with
several spot sizes and works over a
range of marking fields. “The practical [marking] working fields for a
10 W CO2 laser with a 10 mm aperture scan head are from 125 × 125
down to 35 × 35 mm,” said Zeleny.
“Character size depends on the
choice of objective scan lens, but,
typically, the module can mark
characters of 0.5 mm, up to the full
working field size.”
As for the speed at which these
characters can be written, the New

measurement – and gives an accuracy of around 5 µm/pixel.
Aberlink and nearby metrology
specialist Renishaw have jointly
applied to patent the grid, which
consists of dotted photographic
paper sandwiched between glass
sheets. The dot scale does away
with the need for the expensive linear scales and precise mechanics
found on standard CMMs.
According to Aberlink’s technical director Marcus Eales, the 2D
CMM has a measurement area of
400 × 300 mm and can assess
components of up to 125 mm in
height. Colour images of the component are displayed on a 19 inch
flat-screen monitor.
Likely to further establish Aber-

Birmingham, UK, this October.
Designed by Noel Stephens – an
optical consultant at Aberlink –
the USB-controlled spectrometer
makes uses of an inexpensive
prism, rather than a diffraction
grating, to split the light into its
spectral components. A mirror
compensates for light aberrations
picked up in the prism.
As for applications, Stephens
anticipates the colour measurement of LEDs and phosphors, as
well as educational use in schools.
Marcus Eales and Aberlink’s dot-scale
He is currently looking for other
co-ordinate measurement machine.
niche markets that could make use
link’s place in the optoelectronics of the small, user-friendly device.
field is a £400 (7580) prismbased spectrometer that will make Jane Douglas is a physics student at
its debut at the Inspex show in the University of Warwick, UK.

The Cipher V-10, on show at LASER
2005, writes characters in seconds.

Aberlink

Nutfield Technology, of the US, has
unveiled what it claims is the smallest 10 W CO2 laser on the market.
The Cipher-V10, which measures
just 8.8 × 10.3 × 37.5 cm, uses a
V-folded cavity and can write up to
700 characters per second on a
wide range of substrates.
“The Cipher-V10 uses an XY
scan head and optics module,
including laser cooling, beam
expander, shutter, diode pointer,
beam combiner and scan lens,” said
Nutfield’s president Rolland Zeleny.
“The laser, optics and scan head
share the same support structure,
which reduces the module’s size.”
Zeleny comments that, in addition to its small size, the laser tube
has the advantage of being made
of a fully oxidized ceramic, which
means there is no oxygen avail-

Hampshire-based firm states that
the Cipher-V10 writes 1 mm single-stroke characters at greater
than 700 characters per second
using 10 mm aperture mirrors
over a 70 × 70 mm marking field.
The laser can mark substrates
including anodized aluminium,
wood, glass, polycarbonate and
nylon, and is being targeted at the
product identification market.
“Applications include identification of food, beverage, pharmaceutical and electronic components,”
commented Zeleny. “Recent breakthroughs include the direct marking of fruit and vegetables. Reactive
colour-change coatings are also
being applied to thin-film plastics,
aluminium containers and pills,”
he added, “and this opens up products once off-limits to CO2 lasers.”
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A species of deep-sea jellyfish that
attracts small fish by wiggling
hundreds of glowing red lures has
been discovered by a team of UK
and US scientists. According to
the researchers, this is the first
marine invertebrate that has been
found to display red bioluminescence (Science 309 263).
Red bioluminescence is rare and
the prevailing view among marine
biologists is that most deep-sea animals cannot detect it at all. The
work of the UK/US group now
suggests that some sea-dwelling
creatures not only see red light, but
use it routinely to find food.
Using remotely operated vehicles, the team, which comes from
the National Oceanography Centre, UK, Yale University, US, and the
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institute (MBARI), US, observed
the creature at depths of between
1600 and 2300 m.
The scientists identified the specimen, known as a siphonophore,
as belonging to the genus Erenna –
a group that contains corals and
jellyfish. Covered with branched
tentacles known as tentilla, the
creature uses an array of 3000
stinging cells to kill its prey.

MBARI

Jelly uses red light to feed

The siphonophore is around 20 cm long. The upper half of the creature consists of
swimming bells that pulse to provide movement. Inset: the lower half carries pale
white stinging tentacles that sit next to glowing red lures. Photophores – a mix of
bioluminescent tissue and red fluorescent material – are located on separate
stalks that move alongside the stinging tentacles to imitate shrimp and lure prey.

Researchers were fascinated by
the siphonophore’s photophores,
which sit alongside the tentilla
and produce a multimodal fluorescence emission that spans from
yellow (583 nm) to red (680 nm).
The marine invertebrate’s size
and unique rhythmic behaviour
led scientists to believe that the
siphonophore was using its glowing red tentilla to imitate shrimp
and attract its prey.

“Most siphonophores set a big
web of tentacles to catch animals
that happen to swim by, but this
jelly doesn’t deploy its tentacles
very far,” said Steve Haddock, from
MBARI. “In a deep-sea environment where fish are rare, it uses
deception to attract them, instead
of casting a wide net.” The discovery may force scientists to re-examine the role of long-wavelength
light in marine visual ecology.

The 2D photoluminescence imaging
system can distinguish between grains
of koshihikari and akita-komachi rice.

the signal depends on the source of
the rice and its nutritional value.
“Local atmospheric variations
over the plant fields, such as temperature, sunshine, wind and rainfall, which influence the growth of
the plants, seem to be responsible
for the variations,” said researchers
from the university’s Sensor Photonics Research Center.
“It is also reasonable to suggest
that the relative contents of amylopectin and amylase, the concentration of amino acids and
inorganic minerals, such as calcium, sodium and potassium, may
influence the PL intensity of the
rice,” they commented.
The quick, non-invasive inspection process is well suited for use in
a factory environment.

Blue glow highlights
rice type and quality
Checking the quality and purity of
rice could become easier thanks to
a photoluminescence (PL) imaging
system that can reveal any contamination or non-uniformity.
Scientists in Japan have shown
that,when excited with ultraviolet
(UV) light (365 nm), a blue-green
(462 nm) emission given off by the
rice changes depending on its type,
where it is grown and its mineral
content (Review of Scientific Instruments 76 073702).
The rice is illuminated with UV
light from a mercury lamp and the
resulting PL signal is collected by a
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filtered CCD camera and then
analysed on a computer.
The research team, from Toyo
University, found that they could
successfully distinguish between
grains of glutinous (akita-komachi)
and non-glutinous (koshihikari)
rice. What’s more, the strength of

JOURNAL WATC H
EUV S O U R C E S
A team of researchers in Germany
led by Ferenc Krausz and Theodor
Hänsch has generated pulses of
coherent extreme ultraviolet
radiation at a repetition rate of
more than 100 MHz. This is said to
be a 1000-fold improvement over
previous experiments and could
open up a “joint frontier in precision
spectroscopy and ultrafast science”
(Nature 436 234).
“We have shown that efficient
high-order harmonic generation
directly from a Ti:sapphire oscillator
is possible using a high-finesse
resonator,” say the authors. “This
reduces the complexity of the setup and increases the repetition
rate. At such a high repetition rate,
the frequency comb from the
fundamental laser will be usable in
the X-ray ultraviolet (XUV), bringing
high-resolution XUV spectroscopy
into reach.”
RETINAL IMAGING
Using adaptive optics (AO) in
tandem with a scanning laser
ophthalmoscope (SLO) permits
accurate optical sectioning of the
human retina, says a team from
Houston University in the US.
According to the scientists, the axial
resolution of its AOSLO is three times
better than conventional instruments
(Applied Optics 44 4032).
“The axial resolution of a standard
SLO is generally in the range of
300 µm,” explain the authors. “The
axial resolution of the AOSLO, with
an 80 µm confocal pinhole, is in the
range 204–110 µm.”
P H O T O N I C C R Y S TA L S
Jian Zi and colleagues at Fudan
University in China have
discovered that the brown colours
seen in peacock feathers are a
result of 2D photonic crystal
structures, not pigments in the
feather. Because brown is mixture
of colours, the researchers believe
this work will help others fabricate
artificial nanostructures that
produce mixed colours (Physical
Review E 72 010902).
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Scientists in the US have developed
an optoelectronic tweezer (OET)
that can manipulate up to 15 000
particles in parallel. Based around
an LED and a digital micromirror
display (DMD), the OET could be
used for cell sorting or screening, as
well as assembling colloidal particles (Nature 436 370).
“The unique advantage of the
OET is that each particle in a large
array can be individually manipulated and controlled,” explained
research leader Ming Wu, of the
University of California, Berkeley.
“This is also the first time an LED
has been used to trap particles.”
In Wu’s tweezer, the liquid containing the particles is sandwiched
between an upper conductive layer
of ITO-coated glass and a lower
photoconductive surface.
The particles are manipulated

Ming Wu

Display traps particles in parallel

Individual particles could be trapped
and moved along in a conveyor-belt
fashion as the microdisplay updates.

by images generated from a DMD
illuminated with a red (625 nm)
LED. The pattern from the DMD is
projected onto the lower photoconductive surface using a 10×
objective lens.
“When the projected light illu-

minates the photoconductive layer,
it turns on virtual electrodes, creating non-uniform electric fields and
enabling particle manipulation via
dielectrophoresis [DEP] forces,”
Wu explained to OLE. “The particles are trapped in darker areas by
the induced negative DEP forces,
which push the particles into the
non-illuminated regions where the
electric field is weaker.”
Wu estimates that the minimum
optical intensity necessary to turn
on a virtual electrode is 3 nW/µm2,
which is around 100 000 times
lower than the intensity used in
optical tweezers. The current setup boasts a generous manipulation area of 1.3 × 1 mm.
To date, the team has succeeded
in sorting dielectric particles, such
as polystyrene, glass and silica, and
biological cells, such as white blood

cells. Wu says the OET has manipulated particles from 4.5 µm in size to
greater than 45 µm.
Using a direct imaging approach,
sophisticated virtual electrodes can
be created and constantly updated
on the DMD. For example, Wu’s
team has created an optical conveyor belt that can carry particles
and sort them by diameter. The
team has also sorted living cells
from dead cells by exploiting dielectric differences between them.
According to Wu, there is the
potential to increase the number of
particles that can be manipulated to
improve the throughput of the system. “Our current DMD has a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels,” he
said. “In principle, that can support
around 193 800 traps, if we use a
single dark pixel surrounded by one
layer of bright pixels for a trap.”

PATENT S
topics, including TFT structure production, RGB
LICENSING
Agreement gives DALSA access to colour filters, backlights and TFT driving circuits.
As Taiwan’s largest manufacturer of TFT-LCDs,
Philips’ CMOS rights and know-how
DALSA of Canada has signed a licence
agreement with Royal Philips Electronics of the
Netherlands. The deal provides DALSA with a
licence to Philips’ patent rights, know-how, and
product and prototype device designs relating to
CMOS imaging technology.
Having formed a CMOS business unit at the
start of 2005, DALSA says that having access to
Philips’ technology will give it a strong basis from
which to launch its new products. The initial focus
of DALSA’s CMOS unit will be the professional and
high-volume industrial markets.

ACQUISITION
AU Optronics acquires 170 key
US TFT-LCD patents from IBM
AU Optronics (AUO) of Taiwan has acquired
fundamental patents relating to TFT-LCD
manufacture from IBM. The agreement will see
approximately 170 US patents, together with
their counterpart patents in other countries,
being transferred to AUO.
The patents cover a broad range of TFT-LCD

AUO owns over 1100 patents worldwide, with over
2800 patent applications pending. Once the
transfer is complete, AUO will hold 370 US patents.
“The transfer of these important fundamental
patents from IBM is the largest number of TFT-LCDrelated patents acquired in Taiwan,” said AUO’s
president. “It not only elevates the company’s
intellectual property position, but also helps us
preserve the interest of our customers.”

“The awarding of this European patent adds to
the already established recognition of Sherwood’s
colour-change technology as a fundamental
technique for laser-marking of edible
pharmaceutical and food products,” said Andrew
Jackson, of Sherwood. “This innovative technology
is available through a series of application
licensing agreements and strategic partnerships.”

APPLICATION
Boeing projector system will help
passengers find their seats faster

Aircraft manufacturer Boeing is attempting to patent
an optical system that helps passengers find the
correct seat by projecting its number, row and any
other relevant information directly onto the seat.
As the inventors explain in international patent
UK firm Sherwood Technology has been awarded a
European patent for its “DataLase Edible” method application WO 2005/056385, the projector’s
subsystem could be integrated into the tray table
of laser-marking edible products, such as tablets
located on the back of each seat. With an
and other medication. The company also holds a
estimated projection distance of 27.8 inches
US patent for the method.
DataLase Edible involves either coating or adding from the device to the seat, the applicants
a non-toxic, invisible chemical to a tablet. When the recommend an LCD-based projector, featuring
LED backlighting. Infrared motion detectors could
tablet is exposed to a low-power CO2 laser beam,
be used to deactivate the system once
the additive changes colour to give a permanent
passengers are seated.
visible image on the surface of the product.

AWARD
Sherwood gets European patent
for its colour-change technology

To search for recently published applications, visit http://www.wipo.int/pct/en/ and http://ep.espacenet.com.
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Corning cashes in
on display boom
Display glass is a big money-spinner for Corning, accounting for around a third of its
revenue. James Tyrrell spoke with Pete Bocko, division vice-president and technical
director of Corning Display Technologies, about the rise of its glass substrate business.
and we’re on our third-generation glass.
[According to the firm, its EAGLE2000 display glass, with a density of just 2.37 g/cm3,
is the lightest LCD substrate glass on the market. The lower density improves handling
during the display manufacturing processes,
and switching from conventional 0.7 mmthick substrates to 0.5 mm EAGLE2000 display glass is said to reduce weight by 35%.]

Corning Display Technologies is on a roll,
having recently announced record secondquarter sales of $415 m (7335 m): a 30%
increase over its first-quarter performance,
and a 50% rise on the same period last year. In
contrast, the firm’s telecoms segment was
down 3% on the first quarter, from $427 m to
$415 m, and its optical fibre division slipped
from a net income to a net loss following
restructuring charges.

What are the challenges facing
display substrate manufacturers?

JT: It is tempting to say that Corning
has been repositioning itself
following the telecoms downturn,
but is this really the case?

Scaling up to the larger substrate sizes and
maintaining quality are some of the big
challenges. The television application is
extraordinarily difficult as far as hitting LCD
quality requirements goes.
The other thing that I think all glassmakers are working on is manufacturing
cost. In order for LCD television to meet its
full potential, the expectation is that the cost
of the glass has to go down. With LCDs, most
of the cost is in the materials, not in the
labour or the depreciation of the huge fabs.

PB: Display has been a long time coming. It
has been what we call “patient money” –
people just didn’t notice this activity because
all of the focus was on telecoms.
The key event was really in the mid-1980s.
We were doing a lot of experimentation with
different glasses and different manufacturing
platforms. This work was brought together in
around 1984–1985 with the fusion process
(see figure 1, p23): a way of making exceptionally flat, clean and stable glass.
The platform that we built this on was
developed originally for making eye-glass
lenses. Believe it or not, they were actually
going to punch them out like a cookie dough.
Critically, over time we’ve shown that the
fusion process is extraordinarily capable of
scaling up. Typically, when a new [size] generation comes out – Gen-5, Gen-6, Gen-7
(see box, p23) – Corning has always been the
first to commercialize a product.

How has substrate size changed to
meet customer applications?
Gen-5 was targeted towards the computer
monitor and driven by the ability to have
very productive manufacturing for 17 or
19 inch displays. Everything after Gen-5 is
about television. Gen-6 gives you a very efficient solution for 32 or 37 inch displays. As
you get to Gen-7, you’re talking 40 inches,
and Gen-8, which we’ll be delivering next
year, is going to be 50 inches and above.

How does your display glass differ
from other glass products?

What do you see as the limit?

Corning
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It is not necessarily the end application [or
manufacturing] that is going to be the limit,
rather the ability to ship the mother-glass
around the country. The limits are things
like tunnels and bridges. If we look at the
soda-lime industry for architectural glasses
– and we believe that it is going to be very

▲

This is not ordinary window glass; it has very
specific attributes. The glass has a high
temperature capability, to suit the LCD manufacturing process, and no sodium contami- Plenty to smile about: Corning is reaping the rewards
nation. We have made a huge investment in of 23 years of investment in display glass substrate
improving the melting and forming processes, manufacturing and research and development.
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similar with the LCD market – we might see
something in the order of 3 × 3 m as being
the ultimate large-size substrate. Transportation is going to be the driving factor.

Where are Corning’s display
customers located and how does
this influence its manufacturing
operation?

ples’ Republic of China. The glass has to be
fresh, so you need to get it close to the customer. Also, it has been seen as a real strategic
core of the LCD platform, so our customers
insist that we locate our manufacturing capabilities in the countries in which it is required.

scalable width

Does this present a challenge in
terms of raw materials?

Customers are located in Japan, where the The sand has to have extraordinary quality
technology first emerged, Korea and Taiwan, requirements, but we have been able to
and manufacturing is now starting in the Peo- locate sufficient raw materials in each of the
1.

Fig. 1: Corning’s proprietary fusion glass process
begins by melting, blending and conditioning raw
materials into a homogeneous and virtually defectfree composition. Molten glass is fed into a
suspended trough and allowed to overflow,
rejoining or fusing at the bottom to form a
continuous flat sheet. Because the glass sheet is
formed in air, its surfaces are pristine and smooth,
and require no subsequent grinding or polishing.

Display substrate glass
Generation
5
6
7
8

glass size (approx.)
1.1 × 1.3 m
1.5 × 1.8 m
1.9 × 2.2 m
2.2 × 2.6 m

locations. I think a bigger challenge for us
right now is growing the organization.
We started by building an organization in
Japan and then the next step was a joint venture with the Samsung group in Korea. We
had a pre-existing joint venture for television [CRT], and so had access to some really
top people, as well as to the market power of
the Samsung group. Right now, we are
putting a lot of effort into building a capable
organization in Taiwan.

Looking to the future, do you think
flexible displays are a threat?
No, I don’t see them as a threat. The way these
things roll out is not necessarily as a rapid disruption, but rather an evolution where people pull in new technologies. In time, we are
going to see the back plane moving towards
organic materials. I think that there are going
to be certain niche applications that require a
flexible display, but the all-organic display will
probably require a glass-based solution.
Display technologies for mainstream applications take a long time to play out. People
started working on plasma in the 1950s, and
on active-matrix LCD in the 1960s. We are
really looking to new applications to identify
the disruptive technologies.
■
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has been producing coated optical
components and subassemblies with
outstanding properties for a diverse
set of industries incorporating optics
and photonics. The division is a global leader in optical components for
fast-growing markets and possesses
a comprehensive know-how in optical
thin films, glass processing, lithography and the production of optical
subassemblies.
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COMMERCIALIZATION

Rutherford gives birth to
family of spin-off firms
After 50 years as one of the world’s leading centres of big science, the UK’s Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory is now spinning off its technology. Oliver Graydon finds out more.

CCLRC

Microvisk

Thruvision

A new-found hunger for commercializing
research is paying dividends at the UK’s
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL).
The facility, which is set in the Oxfordshire
countryside and is the proud home of the
world’s most intense laser – Vulcan – is now
exploring how its scientific know-how can
create exciting business opportunities. And
judging from its recent successes, the centre
is a gold mine of ideas.
Over the past two years, CLIK Knowledge
Transfer – the commercialization arm of RAL
and the Daresbury Laboratory – has spun-off
half a dozen new ventures (see box below).
These start-ups are pioneering everything
from terahertz imaging (Thruvision) and optical sensors for gas turbines (Oxsensis), to
MEMS-based viscosity meters (Microvisk) and
an optical “lab on a chip” for measuring blood
cholesterol levels (L3 Technology).
The latest spin-off, Rutherford Optics, was
launched in June at the LASER 2005 show in
Germany. It offers unique technology that
was developed at RAL’s central laser facility Knowledge with value: RAL’s expertise in large laser systems has led to the creation of Rutherford Optics.
(CLF), which maintains the petawatt and
Terahertz imaging (top right) and MEMS (bottom right) research has spun off Thruvision and Microvisk.
▲

Recent spin-offs from the Rutherford Appleton and Daresbury Laboratories
Thruvision Founded in 2004 to commercialize
terahertz imaging technology developed at RAL.
The firm is now testing a security scanner
designed to detect weapons and narcotics
hidden under clothing. Thruvision’s expertise is in
CCD-style imaging sensors sensitive to radiation
lying between infrared light and microwaves.
Thruvision has made sensors with sensitivity in
the picowatt regime and 512 × 512 pixels.
www.thruvision.com

Oxsensis Spun out from RAL’s central
microstructure facility in 2003, Oxsensis is
pioneering optical sensors for measuring
pressure and temperature in extremely hostile
environments, such as gas turbines for aircraft
engines and power generation. Its sensors are
based on fibre-addressed miniature Fabry-Perot
cavity interferometers that are micromachined
from sapphire. Oxsensis says it has operated its
sensors at temperatures in excess of 1000 °C.
www.oxsensis.com

L3 Technology A new venture working on a “labon-a-chip” sensor that measures cholesterol
levels by analysing the fluorescence of a tagged
blood sample. The Daresbury-based firm was
established in 2003 and is developing a
cartridge and a small desktop analyser – the
MiniLab – which will allow almost instant
laboratory-standard measurements. The idea is
that tests could be carried out quickly and easily
in a doctor’s surgery.
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LaserThor A Hampshire-based firm
developing a laser-based system for removing
contamination from the surface of railway
tracks. A series of trials on the UK rail network
in the past three years show that the system is
effective in removing leaves, grease and other
contaminants. Although not strictly a spin-off
from CCLRC, RAL has played a major role in
helping design and test its optical system,
which is based around a powerful (1 kW)
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser.
www.laserthor.com

Rutherford Optics Launched in June 2005 to
market the unique expertise and technology of
RAL’s central laser facility. Rutherford Optics is
able to offer custom-designed adaptive optics,
beam diagnostics and disc amplifiers, as well
as consultancy services in the fields of laser
design and laser safety. Its key strength is its
knowledge of extremely high power lasers.
www.rutherfordoptics.com

Microvisk A start-up with the idea of making
MEMS circuitry for measuring the viscosity of
liquid. A pin-prick of blood or engine oil, for
example, is placed on a sensor that contains a
series of bimorphs (piezeoelectric cantilevers).
The deflections of the bimorphs relate to the
viscosity of the fluid. In theory, the sensors could
be cost-effectively mass-produced.
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on,” explained Trigg. “We also use experienced visiting entrepreneurs from outside to
come and assess ideas.”
So, why have the labs generated so many
firms in such a small space of time? The
likely reason is their unique set of largescale facilities. After all, when building and
working with the world’s most powerful
laser, it’s not surprising that interesting
technology comes to light.
“There’s tens of millions of pounds in
research and development being performed at

RAL, which is out of the reach of most companies,” explained Chris Mann, chief technology officer of Thruvision.
His firm, which develops passive terahertz
imaging systems, was founded following a
project with the European Space Agency in
2002. StarTiger brought expert scientists
from around the world to RAL to develop a
terahertz imaging camera for space applications. The success of this project and others like it would suggest that RAL research
has plenty of commerical potential.
■
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terawatt laser systems Vulcan and Astra.
Examples of CLF’s cutting-edge expertise
include its work on large adaptive optics,
beam diagnostics and disc amplifiers.
“At the moment, our potential customer
base is mostly other large facilities like AWE
Aldermaston, in the UK, Rochester and Livermore, in the US, and LULI, Ecole Polytechnique, in France,” said Colin Danson, group
leader at Vulcan. “We’ve already supplied
two disc amplifiers to LULI and designed and
managed the construction of a new laser
facility in Lisbon, Portugal.” According to
Nick Trigg, a business development manager
at CLIK, these spin-offs have raised more
than £7 m (710.1 m) in funding.
What’s more, there are more new ventures in the pipeline. “Currently, we have
around 27 potential commercial opportunities under consideration, but not all of these
will be viable,” said Trigg. Designs under
scrutiny include an optical technique for
measuring bone density, a refractometer
sensor and a novel camera developed by
RAL’s space science division.
CLIK was founded in 2002 with the sole
purpose of seeking out and commercially
exploiting research taking place at the Council for the Central Laboratory of the Research
Councils (CCLRC) – a collective of UK government-funded labs consisting of RAL,
Daresbury Laboratory, in Cheshire, and the
Chilbolton observatory in Hampshire.
“CLIK has exclusive rights to commercialize
technology from the whole of the CCLRC,”
said Trigg. “It’s all part of a long-term government drive to turn the UK into a knowledgebased economy. The UK has a reputation for
being good at inventing things, and we want
to encourage that and prosper from it.”
RAL has already inspired some successful
UK companies, such as optical componentsmaker Bookham, and ultraviolet laser specialist Exitech. They started life in the lab in the
1980s and 1990s and have become major
players in the world of photonics. The aim of
CLIK is to ease and accelerate the commercialization process by helping with intellectual
property issues, finding funding and management, and assessing market potential.
“An important aspect is the management
of intellectual property. About 5–10 years
ago CCLRC didn’t take out any patents,”
explained Trigg. “As for spotting the commercial potential, it’s very much a black art
involving some luck and serendipity.”
CLIK attempts to commercialize technology in three ways: spin-offs; the licensing of
intellectual property; and the marketing of
departmental expertise, such as Rutherford
Optics. “The first step of the process is walking around the corridors of the lab and talking to scientists about what they are working
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Smooth operation gives
Kaleido optics the edge
Kaleido Technology’s vision is to employ its
software-enhanced machining technology to
create mouldable, multisurface, monolithic
optical components that require no assembly.
“Compared with state-of-the-art pick-andplace systems, our technology can reduce
costs by a factor of 10 because we can take so
much cost out of the assembly procedure,”
Kaleido’s technical director Palle Dinesen
explained to OLE. “Any system with two
lenses or more has the potential to be
replaced by an integrated system.”
Kaleido was created in 2001 by four
research scientists from Ibsen Microstructures – a Danish manufacturer of fibre Bragg
gratings. “Ibsen was founded in 1991; then,
in 2000, the company was sold to US firm
ADC Telecommunications for about $80 m
(765 m),” said Dinesen. “In the course of the
telecoms downturn, ADC decided to shut
down the Danish facility one year later, and
that is when we started Kaleido.” The company attracted additional venture funding in
2003 and now has 10 staff.

Core technology
A custom-machining centre lies at the heart
of Kaleido’s dual strategy for tackling the optical component market. Specializing in complex geometries, and working with glass,
plastics and metal, the firm can make both
directly machined components for prototyping and die moulds for volume production.
“We have developed our own machinecontrol software to directly access hardware
features,” explained Dinesen. “For demanding applications, such as large free-form mirrors, we had to do quite a bit of customization
and stabilize the machining environment.”
Dinesen and his team covered the instrument (which began life as an off-the-shelf
ultraprecision machining centre from US firm
Moore Nanotechnology Systems) in sensors
to track its long-term temperature stability.
With this information, and thanks to a highorder interpolation scheme, the enhanced
apparatus now has an incredibly smooth
machining action and can generate surfaces
with form errors of better than 0.5 µm.
The high-performance set-up has recently
OLE • September 2005 • optics.org

Kaleido

Danish firm Kaleido thinks its machining expertise can deliver affordable next-generation
optics that slash the cost of optical assembly by a factor of 10. James Tyrrell investigates.

Shaping up: Kaleido makes die moulds for volume production and custom components for prototyping.

grabbed the attention of US firm Microvision
– a developer of MEMS-based head-up displays (HUDs) with clients including major
German car-makers. Automotive firms are
interested in the display, which features a
laser-scanning unit, because it suits highbrightness conditions and can also be dimmed
to very low levels for safe night-time driving.
One of the challenges facing Microvision
was sourcing a mirror for reflecting the HUD’s
output up onto the windscreen. “Because the
windscreen has a free-form geometry, it is
important to use a free-form mirror in the
HUD system to give a clear image,” commented Dinesen. “If you just took a spherical
mirror, the letters and information on the
windscreen would be heavily distorted
because of the geometry.”
Using direct machining, and without polishing, Kaleido was able to deliver large mirrors with a surface roughness of less than
10 nm rms and slope accuracy of better than
70 µrad. Microvision has incorporated the
aluminium prototypes into a dashboardmounted unit and Dinesen is hopeful that
HUD manufacturers will look to Kaleido’s
moulding capability to further reduce cost.
“Typically, moulding becomes [economically] feasible in the few thousands and
upwards,” said Dinesen, “[and] if we take
complex components, then maybe even
down to a few hundred in some cases.”
Dinesen sees moulding as the way forward for the firm’s own range of aspheric

cylinder lenses, which are designed for the
slow-axis collimation of diode lasers. “You
can make a spherical cylinder lens by simply
polishing a rod, but if you want an aspheric
profile on a cylinder lens then [typically]
you have to machine it, which is expensive,”
he said. “Our moulding technology takes
out a lot of the cost.” The company’s
advanced process control allows it to accept
challenging designs from clients, such as
aspheres with high aspect ratios.
Kaleido’s customers include telecoms and
construction instrumentation companies,
and the firm is establishing a foothold in the
European defence market. Being relatively
small, Kaleido can avoid competition with
major US and Japanese firms.
“The good thing about [Kaleido’s] Asian
competition is that these are very large companies with a focus on standard components, as opposed to custom products,” said
Dinesen. “Also, we are seeing that we gain
something from being a European supplier.”
Dinesen is keen for Kaleido to grow its
business, and the company’s Farum location has the potential for short-term expansion, with 13 000 ft2 of class-10 cleanroom
facilities on offer. “We are [already] thinking about buying commercial moulding
machines to be able to scale-up production,”
he added. Looking ahead, Dinesen believes
that Kaleido will have to find a larger facility
a few years down the road to accommodate
additional growth and expansion.
■
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OPTICAL DATA STORAGE

Near-field optics show
Near-field optical data storage requires a lens with a
numerical aperture of greater than one and an air gap of
30 nm between the lens and disc. Jacqueline Hewett
visited Philips in the Netherlands to find out how the
electronics giant has dealt with these challenges.

first surface disc
NA = 1.9
150 GB

objective lens

Third-generation optical storage formats,
such as Blu-ray, are just beginning to enter
the consumer market, but researchers are
already developing successors. One promising contender is near-field optical recording,
which has the potential to store 150 GB of
data on a standard 12 cm disc.
As the popularity of archiving digital
photographs, high-definition TV recordings
and other such items grows, so does the need
for storage capacity. New standards have
been released to meet this insatiable demand,
from CDs that store 680 MB to single-layer
Blu-ray discs that hold 25 GB (see box, right).
Today, firms like Philips believe there is a real
need to develop removable media with
capacities of hundreds of gigabytes.
Over 400 delegates gathered at the International Symposium on Optical Memory
and Optical Data Storage, held in Hawaii in
July, to hear the latest developments in this
thriving field. It was at this four-day forum
that Philips presented details of two proofof-principle experiments that show the
potential of near-field optical technology.
Blu-ray uses a 405 nm laser diode and a
lens with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.85.
Increasing the NA of the lens above one opens
the door to higher capacities, but also poses
the daunting problem that the lens must be
held just 30 nm from the disc.
Although this sounds like a tough challenge, Philips has come up with two solutions, each based on a 405 nm laser diode.
The first is an NA 1.9 system that can store
up to 150 GB on the first (top) surface of a
disc. The second uses an NA 1.45 lens, and
information is written through a polymer
cover-layer and stored in multiple layers
within the disc, each holding up to 75 GB.
Both systems make use of a solid immersion lens (SIL) – a miniature hemispherical
lens, allowing NAs of greater than one –
coupled to an objective lens. Philips’ starting point was the NA 1.9 lens system, which
consists of a super-hemispherical SIL with a
radius of curvature of 0.5 mm and an
NA 0.45 objective lens (see figure 1).
“We make our SIL from LaSF35 glass. This

30

is the highest refractive index glass [n = 2.086
at 405 nm] available, which is transparent to
blue light,” explained Coen Verschuren, a
senior scientist at Philips Research Laboratories. “The NA 0.45 objective has the
strength of a CD lens and is made with conventional technology.”
The SIL is made from spheres of 1 mm in
diameter that are ground and polished into a
truncated cone shape (essentially a cone
with a flat tip, out of which the laser light
exits the SIL). According to Verschuren, the
challenge is manufacturing the SIL to an
exact thickness. “If you want to have a good
lens, the thickness tolerance is only 0.2 µm,”
he said. “This kind of accuracy cannot yet be
reached in mass-production of lenses today.”
Instead, Philips uses interferometry to
make an accurate measurement of the SIL’s
thickness. If it is not within the required tolerances, both the polishing and interferometry steps are repeated. While this is not
ideal for mass-production, it suits work at a
proof-of-principle stage.
Having produced high-precision optics, the
next problem was how to accurately assemble both lenses. “We centre the SIL and glue it
into a lens holder, then use interferometry to
position and glue the objective lens with
micron accuracy,” explained Verschuren.
And, as if producing this lens was not
enough of a challenge, the next step was to
come up with a way to hold the lens just
30 nm from the disc. Several years ago,
Philips started this work in a cleanroom
environment and used a slider-based servo to
control the motion of the lens holder. “We
wanted to make a system for removable discs,
but even in a cleanroom the slider was not
sufficiently robust,” explained Verschuren.
“If the slider hit something on the disc, it
would often be damaged beyond repair.”
Learning from this experience, and motivated by similar work being done at Sony,
Philips changed tack and began working in
a standard laboratory, using an actuator
found in a DVD system. This proved to be a
smart move as the actuator was much more
robust than the slider and was capable of

superhemispherical SIL

data on first disc surface

poly
cov

1.

Philips’ near-field storage solutions: an NA 1.9 ‘first-surface’ lens

maintaining the 30 nm air gap.
Philips uses a term called the gap error signal (GES) to control the air gap between the
lens and the disc. The air gap is measured
optically by detecting the polarization of
light reflected from the disc.
In what Philips terms the “pull-in process”, the servo system brings the lens close
to the disc from a relatively long distance,
without hitting it. At this point, the GES
starts changing rapidly and the system
switches to an air-gap control mode. To
account for the waviness (non-flatness) of
the plastic disc and to ensure that the lens
never collides with the disc, the GES is continuously fed into the servo system, which
reacts by moving the lens.
“Our goal is to maintain the air gap with
an accuracy of ±2 nm, and we can achieve
this easily with the actuator,” said Verschuren. “We used a Blu-ray substrate from
our pre-production lines in our first tests. We
can deal with rotation speeds of 3000 rpm
on a disc and still maintain the accuracy of
the air gap to a couple of nanometres.”
Bearing in mind that this work is done in a
standard laboratory, which is plagued by
dust, air conditioning and vibrations, this is
an impressive result.
“Dust is the least of our worries because it
is too big,” said Verschuren. “Fingerprints
can be more of a problem in the long run.
The servo system is sufficiently robust that it
can push the lens through a fingerprint, but
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s and the NA 1.45 design, which uses a polymer cover-layer.

the oil from it will collect on the lens, which is
a problem.” He adds that the data is written
onto the top surface of the disc, so even a
small scratch results in data being lost.
To get around contamination issues and
the tight tolerances placed on the thickness
of the SIL, Philips came up with an alternative NA 1.45 system. This approach has the
distinct advantage that the disc is covered by
a polymer layer three microns thick.
Data is written through the cover-layer into
a layer that has a capacity of 75 GB. “You also
have the possibility of going to a multiple-layer
system, so, despite the lower NA, you can get
the same capacity, or maybe more than the
NA 1.9 system,” commented Verschuren.
The NA 1.45 lens system is made up of a
hemispherical SIL with a radius of curvature
of 0.5 mm and an NA 0.7 objective. While the
SIL is created using the same glass spheres and
method as the first surface system, the
NA1.45 option not only benefits from a hemispherical SIL (as opposed to a super-hemispherical SIL in the NA 1.9 system), but also a
thickness tolerance as large as 10 µm.
Although Philips is not planning massmanufacturing at the moment, this improvement in tolerance would make the lens far
cheaper to fabricate. It also comes within the
realms of what is commercially available now.
While these factors make a big difference to
the practicality of the system and its robustness, one disadvantage is that the NA of the
lens needs to be smaller than the refractive
OLE • September 2005 • optics.org

Component parts: a near-field set-up (top); a DVD actuator (left); and a SIL measuring 0.5 × 1 mm (right).

Breaking the near-field barrier
Capacity
Wavelength
Numerical aperture

CD
0.7 GB
780 nm
0.45

DVD
4.7 GB
650 nm
0.6

index of the cover-layer. This means that the
cover-layer cannot be produced by sputter
deposition, where Verschuren says a refractive index of around two is possible.
“You have to go to spin-coatable polymers
that have a refractive index of between 1.5
and 1.6, and this is why we have an NA of
1.45,” he said. “If chemical companies could
produce spin-coated polymers with higher
refractive indices, then the NA of the lens
would increase and the capacity go up.”
Another change on the cards is replacing
the current glass objective lens with an
equivalent plastic lens. “Most of the mass is
in the objective lens,” said Verschuren. “If
the moving mass is smaller, then the servo
has less work to do and that helps a lot. We
simply haven’t done this yet, but I am sure it
will happen in the future.”

Blu-ray
25 GB (single-layer)
405 nm
0.85

near-field
150 GB
405 nm
1.5–2

At the moment, Philips is working on both
the NA 1.9 and NA 1.45 configurations in
parallel. “We have been promoting the coverlayer approach for reasons of improved
robustness,” said Verschuren. “The NA 1.9
system works amazingly well in the lab, but
we think the cover-layer is more practical.”
Although these results highlight that nearfield optical recording is feasible, it may be a
while before it hits the commercial world.
Philips will release its first Blu-ray product – a
recorder for a PC drive that can record Blu-ray,
DVD and CD – in 2006. After that, market
uptake and the adoption of Blu-ray will affect
the launch of any post-Blu-ray technology.
Despite the uncertainty in time-scale, it is
clear that near-field optical recording is robust
and will be waiting in the wings to take over
when consumers demand extra capacity. ■
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Wavefront sensors show
up problems with beams
Measuring the wavefront (optical phase) of a
light beam is critical for assessing the quality
of an optical system and optimizing its performance. When light passes through an
imperfect optical component, aberrations –
or wavefront errors – are generated. By measuring these errors with a wavefront sensor,
they can be either corrected or minimized.
Today, several types of wavefront sensor
are commercially available: the most popular
being the Shack-Hartmann; curvature sensors; and multilateral shearing interferometers. Such sensors can be found in a variety of
applications, including telescope adjustment,
performance assessment of aspheric lenses,
characterization of DVD pick-up heads and
the development of femtosecond lasers.
The reason why wavefront analysis is so
important is that the shape of a wavefront
strongly influences how a light beam propagates through a medium. For example, to
focus a beam to a tight spot requires that the
incident beam has a perfect Gaussian intensity profile and an undistorted phase profile.

Imagine Optic

Whether it’s adjusting a telescope or focusing a laser beam to a small spot, wavefront
sensing can help. Xavier Levecq explains the technique and the options available.

Origins of wavefront sensing
The origins of wavefront sensing lie in astronomy, where Shack-Hartmann sensors and
adaptive optics were first used to increase the
imaging resolution of telescopes in the 1980s
and 1990s. Since then, several companies,
like Wavefront Sciences, in the US, and Imagine Optic, in Europe, have developed a new
generation of sensors that are dedicated to
the needs of industrial metrology.
Today’s wavefront sensors are able to provide fast, accurate and absolute measurements that do not need a reference beam.
Here is a brief description of the different
types of wavefront sensor, complete with
their principle of operation and strengths
and weaknesses. Each is capable of “singleshot” wavefront measurement and is insensitive to vibration.

microlenses
array
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camera

CCD signal without
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a.

CCD signal with
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1.

Curvature sensors

▲

Curvature sensors rely on measuring the
intensity profile of a light beam of interest in
two different planes along the optical axis. By
comparing the two recorded intensity
OLE • September 2005 • optics.org

b.

Beam diagnostics: a selection of commercially available Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors (top). The
instruments use the principles described below to measure the wavefront of a light beam and are useful
for characterizing and optimizing the performance of a wide variety of optical systems. Fig. 1: a ShackHartmann sensor analysing the wavefront from a perfect beam (a) and a beam with aberrations (b)
(bottom). The deviations of the focal points from the grid relate to the local gradient of the wavefront.
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Wavefront sensors at a glance
Sensor type
Curvature

Multiwave lateral
shearing interferometry
Shack-Hartmann

Strengths
single shot
high lateral resolution
insensitive to vibration
speed
single shot
tunable sensitivity, dynamic
range and lateral resolution
collects phase and intensity
information
wide wavelength range
high sensitivity and
dynamic range

profiles on a point-by-point basis, one can
extract the axial derivative (along the z-axis) of
the intensity over the image plane. With this
knowledge it is possible to calculate the curvature (second derivative) of the wavefront
shape via the Poisson propagation equation.
This is in contrast with Hartmann or multilateral interferometry techniques, which provide a first derivative measurement of phase.
In the original technique, the two intensity profiles were recorded by moving either
collection optics or the detector to two dis-

Weaknesses
only measures collimated beams
limited wavelength range
limited dynamic range
not suitable for low light levels
limited wavelength range
low dynamic range
not suitable for low light levels
high number of pixels needed
to create a data point
needs high-resolution CCD camera

tinct positions along the optical axis.
Recently, this technique has been improved
by adding a diffraction grating so that a single CCD detector can record the two intensity profiles simultaneously.
The key strength of curvature sensing is its
unique high lateral resolution, in which one
pixel gives one phase data point.
The dynamic range is a critical limitation
of curvature sensing as typically only about
3µm is achieved, keeping an accuracy of
λ/100 rms. Moreover, since this technique

gives information about the curvature (second derivative) of the phase, the measurement of wavefront tilt (the gradient of the
wavefront) is not possible.
Another limitation is that this technique
requires a collimated beam and cannot
measure diverging or converging beams. For
low-light-level applications, such as ophthalmology or astronomy, the optical loss
associated with splitting the beam by a grating can be a limitation.

Multiwave lateral shearing
interferometry
In this technique, a 2D diffraction grating
splits the incident beam into four identical
waves, which propagate along slightly different directions. An interference pattern is
generated a short distance behind the grating. Where aberrations are present in the
beam, the interference grid is distorted. The
grid deformations directly relate to the gradient of the phase at each point of the optical
beam. The phase map is obtained by integration of these gradients.
What’s more, the sensor’s sensitivity,
dynamic range and lateral resolution can be
tuned by adjusting the distance between the
diffractive element and the CCD detector with
a translation stage. The required number of
CCD pixels to obtain one phase data point is
lower than that of the Hartmann technique,
but higher than curvature sensors.
For shearing interferometers, the transverse resolution of a measurement is equal to
the spatial shift between the interfering wavefronts. When a higher sensitivity (smaller
phase error) measurement is required, this
shift needs to be increased by moving the
analysis plane away from the diffractive element. However, this causes the transverse
resolution to drop significantly.
To achieve a sensitivity of λ/100, the transverse resolution of a commercially available
shearing interferometer approaches that of a
standard Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor.
Moreover, the intrinsic dynamic range of
such devices is low and the largest phase
measurement cannot exceed about 100
times the sensitivity. So, it is not possible to
characterize a high-aberration optic, such as
an asphere, with good accuracy.
Another limitation is that the shearing
principle makes it impossible to measure the
defects around the edge of the pupil. This
kind of sensor is not well adapted to lowlight-level applications because the diffractive element significantly decreases the
incident optical power to the detector.

Shack-Hartmann sensor
Shack-Hartmann sensors are widely manufactured and sold by more than 10 companies
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worldwide. These wavefront sensors measure
the gradient (first derivate) of the wavefront at
a series of points across the beam.
The incident wavefront illuminates a
microlens array and a CCD detector is
located in the focal plane of the lenses (see
figure 1, p33). Each microlens focuses the
local wavefront onto the CCD. Without aberration, the CCD signal is a perfect array of
regular spots. However, where the wavefront
is distorted, each spot moves away from its
ideal position, with the size of the deviation
being proportional to the local slope of the
wavefront. By measuring the size of each
local wavefront deviation, the entire wavefront can be reconstructed. They are very
easy to use and set up.
A benefit of Shack-Hartmann wavefront
sensors is that they provide both intensity
and phase information about the beam. The
measurement of these two parameters is
independent: the local intensity is given by
the amplitude of each spot and the local
slopes and wavefront phase is given by the
position of the spots. The intrinsic dynamic
range of these sensors is huge (many hundreds of lambdas), and the sensitivity and the
accuracy remains excellent (λ/100) over the
entire dynamic range.
The useful wavelength range and optical

transmission of Shack-Hartmann sensors is
also far better than other techniques as they
do not contain diffraction gratings, only
microlenses. As a result, these sensors are
very convenient for low-light applications.

“The intrinsic
dynamic range of
Shack-Hartmann
sensors is huge.”
The main drawback of these wavefront
sensors is the number of pixels required to
create one phase data point. It is much higher
than curvature sensors, and high-spatialresolution Shack-Hartmann sensors require
at least 1000 × 1000 pixel CCD cameras.

Strengths and weaknesses

Multiwave lateral shearing interferometers are quite new to the market and currently suffer from two chief limitations: a
very small dynamic range and a low optical
transmission. Their greatest attraction is the
ability to tune their sensitivity, dynamic
range and lateral resolution.
However, a common limitation of both
sensor technologies is their narrow wavelength range of operation. Their spectral
bandwidth is limited due to the fact that they
contain diffraction gratings.
In contrast, the achievable wavelength
range for a Shack-Hartmann sensor can be a
factor of two (spanning 532–1064 nm, for
example). Furthermore, in terms of dynamic
range, Shack-Hartmann technology is the
only one able simultaneously to offer several
hundred microns of dynamic range while
maintaining λ/100 precision.
Until now, the only technology widely and
commonly in use all over the world in both
the research and industrial applications is
the Shack-Hartmann sensor. Its precision,
ease of use and robustness make it suitable
for all fields of the optical industry.
■

As one would expect, these different sensor
techniques each have their own set of
strengths and weakness. The curvature sensors offer the best lateral resolution, but the
inconvenience of their alignment and their Xavier Levecq is chief technical manager at
small dynamic range for a λ/100 rms accu- Imagine Optic, a French provider of wavefrontracy strongly limits their use.
sensing equipment. See www.imagine-optic.com.

When Your
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Progress update from the EOS president
Joseph Braat gives an
update on the society’s
current activities and
plans for the future.

However, the latter has recently merged with
Since my last contribution to the EOS Newsletter at the beginning of the year (OLE February the Journal of Physics B: Atomic, Molecular and
2005), a great deal of progress has been made in Optical Physics, which means that the EOS is
left with only one affiliated optics journal. For
several of the following areas.
this reason (and also as a new benefit to our
members) the EOS Board has decided to
Membership
We are happy to welcome two new countries to launch a new fully electronic journal. The
the EOS, which have joined as full members journal will be “owned” by the scientific com(branches). The Laser Association of Russia and munity in the sense that there is no charge to
the Hungarian Optical Society joined at the access its contents. This is in line with the government policy of many countries.
EOS annual meeting in Munich in June.
The financial consequence of this principle of
free access is that the journal’s authors are
Scientific meetings
This year, we will have organized three EOS top- requested to pay a publication charge. The EOS
ical meetings and sponsored a substantial num- will try to keep this fee as low as possible and will
ber of other meetings, at which our members
have been able to benefit from discounts and
extra facilities. Of the three EOS meetings, two
have already taken place: the Munich meeting
on Industrial Imaging And Machine Vision
(14–16 June) and the topical meeting on
Advanced Optical Imaging Techniques, in London (29 June – 1 July). The third topical meeting
is on Optical Microsystems and will be held on Joseph Braat
15–18 September on the island of Capri, in Italy.
be offering a reasonable discount to its members.
At the moment, the business plan for the
Annual meeting 2006
Next year, we intend to organize a large scientific journal is being finalized and it is our intention
event at the EOS annual meeting in Paris to launch it in the autumn of this year. With
(17–20 October 2006). The meeting will be run the help of our scientifically active memberin parallel with the OPTO 2005 exhibition – an ship, it should not be a problem to create a
annual event in France – and the plan is to have high-standard journal. The editor of the jourapproximately six topical meetings, two of which nal will be Mario Bertolotti, from the Univerwill be joint meetings with the quantum elec- sity La Sapienza, Rome. Peter Török and his
tronics and optics division of the European Phys- colleagues from Imperial College, London, will
ical Society. At the moment, we are in the initial be responsible for the IT-oriented aspects of
stages of deciding the subject matter and select- the new electronic journal.
ing the meeting chairs and members of the programme committees. We will keep you informed Focus groups
Another important development within the
of progress via the EOS website.
EOS is the creation of focus groups. More details
will follow in the next EOS Newsletter, but I can
Fully electronic EOS journal
At this year’s annual meeting we announced assure you that enthusiastic individuals in many
some changes to our journal activities. Since fields are working to get them up and running,
1991, EOS has been a privileged partner of and to make them useful for the membership.
I wish you much success in your scientific work
Institute of Physics Publishing, a division of the
Institute of Physics, UK. Together we have co- in optics and photonics, and hope that you will
published two journals on optics: the Journal of exploit the opportunities offered by the EOS.
Optics A: Pure and Applied Optics and the Journal Please keep yourself informed about all ongoing
EOS activities by consulting www.myeos.org.
of Optics B: Quantum and Semiclassical Optics.

“Much progress has
been made since the
beginning of 2005.”

N EWS FROM B RUSSELS

OPERA project gets a website

Klaus Nowitzki
describes some
of the recent
developments in
the Europe-wide
project aiming to
boost research.

The OPERA 2015 project has bold plans for European research. A new website will be up and running shortly.

The OPERA 2015 project, supported by the 6th
Framework Programme (FP6) of the European
Union (EU), has been established to provide a
platform to invigorate European research in
optics and photonics. The idea is to develop and
implement a joint strategy to shape the future of
this vital industrial sector.
This objective is challenging and can only be
achieved if sufficient involvement is guaranteed
from all players in the optics and photonics field
in Europe. Currently, the OPERA 2015 consortium consists of representatives from eight countries. However, to guarantee success in the long
term, it is necessary to develop links with the
broader photonics community.
An advisory board to the OPERA 2015 consortium is now being formed to help with this
task. The board is expected to be operational in
the autumn, and its main mission is to roadmap
the evolution of photonics over the next decade.
The board members will be top executives
(chief executive officers and chief technical
officers) from industry, as well as high-ranking
scientists from academia, government agencies
and professional organizations within the
optics and photonics fields. They will be
elected by the partners of the OPERA 2015
consortium, who wish to balance the needs of
industry and research.

project, it will act as a portal for information
about what’s happening in photonics and optics
research in Europe in general. Content will
include details of national and FP6 projects, and
links to useful reports, websites and events.
It is hoped that the website will provide a
valuable forum for the exchange of information.
OPERA 2015 welcomes any suggestions, links
and inputs for publication on the website, so
please send them your ideas. So, to keep up to
date with the progress and activities related to
photonics and optics in Europe, bookmark the
website and check regularly for updates.
Work packages discussed in Paris
On 6 July, a meeting took place in Paris to discuss the work packages (WPs) in the OPERA
2015 project. The aim of the meeting was to
determine specific tasks and co-ordinate the
activities of the following WPs:
WP2 research
WP3 industry
● WP4 workshops
●
●

The objective is to compile an information
base of European photonics research, with a
special focus on industrial trends, products and
market developments. The WP4 workshops
will be the supporting elements for WP2 and
Website to launch soon
WP3. An important part of the meeting was to
A website for the OPERA 2015 project will be discuss, in practical terms, how all the necesactive shortly at www.opera2015.org . As well as sary information will be obtained from the difproviding information about the status of the ferent EU countries involved.
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F OCUS ON C ZECH R EPUBLIC

Photonics Prague a success
Photonics Prague
2005 was a hit,
with artwork
shown in support
of World Year of
Physics, and the
C̆SSF prize for
young scientists.

On 8–11 June, the Czech Republic hosted Photonics Prague – the 5th International Conference on Photonics, Devices and Systems. This
triennial event is organized by the Czech and
Slovak Society for Photonics (C̆SSF), an associate member of the EOS.
As with the previous four events, Pavel
Tománek, from Brno University of Technology,
acted as conference chairman and the meeting
was a great success. This year, the International
Programme Committee was composed of 16
members: three from the Czech Republic and 13
from 12 other countries around the world. In
total, 112 people from 23 countries took part in
the conference, with 61 oral contributions and
36 posters presented in 11 topic areas.
During the conference, the C̆SSF prize for
young scientists was awarded to two researchers
who presented papers at the event:
● Tomás̆ C̆iz̆már, from the Institute of Scientific
Instruments, Brno, discussed a Czech-Scottish
project entitled “Optical Conveyor Belts For
Delivery Of Sub-Micron Objects”. His coauthors were Veneranda Garcéz-Chávez, Kishan Dholakia and Pavel Zemánek. The project
demonstrated how the standing wave created
from two counter-propagating non-diffracting
(Bessel) beams can confine sub-micrometresized particles. The researchers also proved that
changing the phase shift between these two
beams can precisely deliver sub-micrometre
objects in unison. In the experiment they succeeded in delivering polystyrene particles
410 nm in diameter over a distance of 300 µm.
● Boleslav Vraný, from the Academy of Sciences,
Prague, presented a paper entitled “Optimization
Of Reconstruction Algorithm For Cross-Phase
Modulation Frequency-Resolve Optical Gating
In A High Birefringence Microstructured Fiber”.

One of the paintings celebrating World Year of Physics.

His co-authors were Pavel Honzatko and Jiri
Kanka of the Institute of Radio Engineering and
Electronics at the Academy of Sciences.
Their paper described a frequency-resolved
optical gating (FROG) measurement method
using cross-phase modulation (XPM) in a
microstructured optical fibre. This method
makes it possible to measure low-energy short
pulses that cannot be detected by XPM FROG
in a conventional fibre.
Aside from the talks and prizes, the event’s
organizers also prepared a surprise for conference
participants. As 2005 is being celebrated as
“World Year of Physics”, a selection of Jitka
Brůnová-Lachmann’s exquisite paintings dedicated to this important event were exhibited.
Brůnová-Lachmann’s paintings have a
human dimension, while at the same time conveying mathematical relations and physical
phenomena. She builds an interesting bridge
between the physical world and art, and her
work is inspiring for both.
Pavel Tománek is a professor of physics at Brno
University of Technology in the Czech Republic.
E-mail: tomanek@feec.vutbr.cz.

Highlights of Photonics Prague 2005 – conference lectures
Is Optical CDMA A Viable Technique For Broadband
Networks?
Ivan Glesk, Varghese Baby, Camille S Brès, and
Paul R Prucnal, of Slovakia and the US
Nanoscale Optical Spectroscopy And Detection
Lukas Novotny, Neil Anderson, Michael Beversluis
and Achim Hartschuh, of the US
Raman-Spectroscopy For A Rapid Identification
Of Single Micro-organisms
Jürgen Popp, Petra Rösch, Michaela Harz and Michael
Schmitt, of Germany
Scanning Near-Field Optical Microscopy,
Spectroscopy And Nanolithography
Vladimir F Dryakhlushin of Russia
Erbium-Doped Silicon Multilayer Structures For
LED And Laser Applications
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Z F Krasilnik, B A Andreev, W Jantsch, D I Kryzhkov,
V P Kuznetsov, H Przybylinska, Viacheslav B Shmagin,
M V Stepikhova, N Q Vinh, and A N Yablonsky,
of Russia, Germany and Poland
Er:YAG Laser Radiation Applications In Different
Medical Branches
Helena Jelínková, Michal Nĕmec, Petr Koranda,
Mitsunobu Miyagi, Yi-Wei Shi and Yuji Matsuura,
of the Czech Republic and Japan
Discrete Optical Solitons
Roberto Morandotti, H S Eisenberg, D Mandelik,
Y Silberberg, D Modotto, M Sorel, C R Stanley and
J S Aitchison, of Canada, the US, Israel and UK
Negative Refractive Optics
Werner Klaus, Yoshihisa Takayama and Makoto
Fujino, of Japan
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Calendar
DATE

Contact
EVENT

LOCATION

August 28 –
September 2

SPIE International Congress on Optics and
Optoelectronics

Warsaw, Poland

September 3–7

Diffractive Optics 2005

Warsaw, Poland

September 12–14

ICOLAD Second International Conference on
Optical and Laser Diagnostics

London, UK

September 12–16

SPIE International Symposium on Optical
Systems Design

Jena, Germany

September 12–17

CAOL 2005 Second International Conference on
Advanced Optoelectronics and Lasers

Yalta, Ukraine

September 15–18

EOS Topical Meeting on Optical Microsystems

Capri (Naples), Italy

September 19–22

SPIE International Symposium on Remote Sensing

Bruges, Belgium

September 19–22

Eurodisplay

Edinburgh, UK

To contact the EOS board:
Executive director Klaus Nowitzki
info@myeos.org
P resident Joseph Braat
j.j.m.braat@tnw.tudelft.nl
Secretary Peter Török
peter.torok@imperial.ac.uk
Treasurer Daniel Dolfi
daniel.dolfi@thalesgroup.com

For more information on any of these events, please visit www.myeos.org.

Are you a member of EOS?
Look at the benefits
Individual members are eligible for:
● a regular EOS Newsletter e-mail
● reduced conference fees
● reduced prices for EOS journals
● free subscription to Opto & Laser Europe
● 20% discount on Institute of Physics Publishing books
● members living outside Germany are entitled to a 50%
discount on subscription to the German-language journal
Photonik, published by AT-Fachverlag

Additional benefits for corporate members:
● a company profile in the EOS directory
● a presence on the EOS website
● free advertisements for jobs in the EOS market
● reduced conference fees for all employees

EOS 2005 membership fees
Individual members (who do not belong to a branch or affiliated society of the EOS):
Students (who do not belong to a branch or affiliated society of the EOS):
Corporate members (regardless of the number of employees of the company or members of the institute):

740
710
7200

Individual members of the branches DgaO (Germany), SFO (France), SSOM (Switzerland), SOS (Sweden) and SIOF (Italy) are
automatically full individual members of the EOS. Individual members of the affiliated societies Promoptica and CBO-BCO
(Belgium), CSSF (Czech and Slovak Republic), DOPS (Denmark), FOS (Finland), the Optics Division of the Norwegian Physical
Society (Norway), the Optics Division of the Polish Physical Society (Poland), ROS (Romania), SEDO (Spain), LAS (Russia)
and the Optical Group of the IOP (UK) are automatically associate members of the EOS.

Membership information

To learn more about your national
EOS branch, please contact:
Belgium Yvon Renotte
y.renotte@ulg.ac.be
Czech and Slovak republics
Pavel Tomanek
tomanek@dphys.fee.vutbr.cz
Denmark Steen Grüner Hanson
steen.hanson@risoe.dk
Finland Harri Kopola
harri.kopola@vtt.fi
France Francoise Chavel
francoise.chavel@iota.u-psud.fr
Germany Cornelia Denz
denz@uni-muenster.de
Hungary Aladar Czitrovsky
czitrov@sunserv.kfki.hu
Italy Anna Consortini
anna.consortini@unifi.it
The Netherlands
Bernhard Hoenders
b.j.hoenders@phys.rug.nl
Norway Aasmund Sudbo
aas@unik.no
Poland Katarzyna Macukow
kmacukow@duch.mimuw.edu.pl
Romania Laurentiu Fara
laurf@nare.renerg.pub.ro
Russia Ivan Kovsh
las@tsr.ru
Spain Concepcion Domingo Maroto
cdomingo@iem.cfmac.csic.es
Sweden Fredrik Laurell
fl@laserphysics.kth.se
Switzerland Peter Seitz
peter.seitz@swissnex.org
UK Peter Melville
peter.melville@iop.org

EOS Newsletter is produced for
the European Optical Society
by Institute of Physics
Publishing Ltd
Editor Oliver Graydon
oliver.graydon@iop.org
Tel: +44 (0)117 930 1015

To find out more about joining EOS, contact: Klaus Nowitzki, executive director, Hollerithallee 8, D-30419 Hannover,
Germany. Tel: +49 (0)511 2788 115; e-mail: info@myeos.org; web: www.myeos.org
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PRODUCT S
If you would like your company’s products to be featured in this section,
please send press releases and images to James Tyrrell (james.tyrrell@iop.org).

Laser diode
PerkinElmer Optoelectronics
PerkinElmer
Optoelectronics has
released a single-chip
high-power pulsed
laser diode for
automotive
applications, such as
range-finding and blind-spot detection.
Dubbed EPI-Cavity, the laser is supplied in a
compact monolithic package, and emits 75 W
of peak power at 905 nm from an area of just
10 µm in height. PerkinElmer also offers
devices with a range of emitting widths to suit
non-standard customer requirements.
www.optoelectronics.perkinelmer.com

Fibre cleaver
Fujikura Europe
Optical fibre and
microelectronics
specialist Fujikura
Europe is offering its
CT30 precision fibre
cleaver. Smaller and
lighter than its
predecessor (the CT20), the unit is said to be
easy to handle and has a preloaded spring
action to give consistent operation.
The CT30, which has been designed for up to
12-fibre ribbon cleaving, features 16 rotating
positions and three heights, ranging from
6 to 16 mm. Blade life is rated at 48 000
cleaves and the unit is equipped with a fibre
scrap collector as standard.
www.fujikura.co.uk

company says this simplifies system integration
and also boosts data-transfer rates into its highspeed nanopositioning stages.
Compatible with common waveformgeneration software such as National
Instrument’s LabVIEW, the Nano-Drive with USB
comes with example LabVIEW VIs and a software
library. Mad City Labs designs and builds
nanopositioning stages and controllers that allow
sub-nanometre motion along up to five axes.
www.madcitylabs.com

CMOS camera
Basler
Basler, a German
manufacturer of vision
components, has
integrated a digital
camera and highperformance PC to
create what it dubs an intelligent camera. The
eXcite combines a 64 bit, 1 GHz MIPS processor
with a VGA-resolution CMOS sensor in a compact
housing. Supported by a Linux operating system,
the processor includes peripherals, such as
memory, and Ethernet interfaces. The camera is
available in monochrome and colour versions,

and has a frame rate ranging from 60 to 180 fps.
Features include electronic full-frame shutter,
area-of-interest scanning and realtime triggering.
All of the tools needed for application
development, together with electronic
documentation and sample programs, are
supplied as a free CD-based installation package.
www.basler-vc.com

LED lamp
Special Application Products
UK-based Special
Application Products is
offering the LT SP
range of high-power
LED illuminators from
Italian firm Opto
Engineering. Available
in red- or white-light
versions, the sources feature spot sizes of 20,
40 or 60 mm. To avoid illumination cross-talk,
and to speed up object recognition, the lamp’s
focus can be adjusted to give a homogeneous
spot with a sharp edge. In-built electronics
ensure illumination stability and protect
against current overload.
www.sapltd.co.uk

MONITORING LASER BEAM DEVIATIONS

Cylindrical optics
INGENERIC
INGENERIC of Germany
has used its range of
aspherical cylindrical
optics to develop a
series of fast-axis
collimators (FACs) for
diode lasers.
The collimators, which have a numerical
aperture of 0.8, are available in massproduction quantities with focal lengths of
300, 600 and 900 µm. According to
INGENERIC, its FACs provide a high level of
fibre-coupling efficiency and suit medical
engineering or manufacturing applications.
www.ingeneric.de
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Measure angle and power
CW / Pulsed beams
Multiple device control via USB
Analog & Digital data
Various configurations
(sensor size & type and collimating lens)

USB controller
Mad City Labs
US-based Mad City Labs’ Nano-Drive range of
controllers now comes with a USB interface. The
OLE • September 2005 • op tics.org
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Raman microscope
HORIBA Jobin Yvon
HORIBA Jobin Yvon has
introduced an
automated Raman
system to complement
its LabRAM series of
microscopes. According
to the firm, the LabRAM
ARAMIS unit offers a fully flexible, analytical
Raman toolbox that features intelligent laser
switching and complies with full Class I laser
safety protocols. Computer-controlled selection
of up to four different gratings and four different
notch filters enables non-expert users to tackle
demanding applications. The system supports
standard LabRAM accessories, such as the
micro-FT-IR module, and includes an integrated
macrochamber for bulk sampling. Ultraviolet and
near-infrared extensions are also available for the
system, which has a small bench footprint.
www.jobinyvon.co.uk

MEMS software
softMEMS
SoftMEMS, which has offices in Grenoble, France,
and Los Gatos, US, has released MEMS Pro V5.1,
with expanded support for mixed electronic and
optical devices, improved automatic meshing and
better materials handling.
The package is a flexible, powerful and easyto-use CAD tool suite for the design and analysis
of MEMS and associated components. Features
include mixed MEMS/IC schematic capture and
simulation, full custom mask layout capabilities
and 3D model generation.
www.softmems.com

LED panel
Vision Control
Vision Control of
Germany has added
LED “adaptive” lighting
panels to its range of
Vicolux products.
Compact and robust in
design, the units
feature a 100 Mbit
Ethernet interface connection. Each of the
panel’s LEDs can be individually set to one of
1024 brightness steps via a simple mouse click.
Applications listed by the firm include
surface inspection, where the unit can provide
brightness equalization and help to
compensate for technical lighting effects, such
as cos4 lens vignetting.
www.vision-control.com

InGaAs detector
Princeton Instruments/Acton
Princeton Instruments/Acton has launched a
liquid nitrogen-cooled 2D InGaAs focal-plane
array camera for low-light infrared imaging.
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Micro-optics
Solutions
Laser diode collimation & fibre
coupling
Laser beam homogenization
Wavefront sensor lens arrays
Custom lens arrays and diffractive elements, optimized for
your needs.

e
Visit us at th
OPTO 2005
ber 27-29
Paris, Septem
th C50
Hall 7.2 / Boo
Axetris, the Microsystems Division of
Leister, is a leading provider of high
performance standard and custom
micro-optics solutions. We provide
OEM partnership from initial optical
design support via prototypes to
volume production.

www.axetris.com
Leister Process Technologies
Axetris Microsystems
CH-6060 Sarnen, Switzerland
Phone + 41 41 662 74 74
Fax + 41 41 660 20 61
microsystems@leister.com
ISO 9000:2001
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Sensitive at up to 1.7 µm, the 2D-OMA V:320
features a 320 × 256 pixel array with an
individual pixel size of 30 × 30 µm. A sapphire
window provides high optical throughput, and
the camera uses a 5 Mpixel/s readout to give
more than 50 fps. The detector is supported by
the firm’s WinView and WinSpec software
packages, which provide control over camera
functions. Designed with researchers in mind,
the company claims that its camera is easy to
integrate into complex experimental set-ups
using the Labview Scientific Imaging Toolkit.
www.piacton.com

Nanopositioning stages
Physik Instrumente

High speed camera

Low light level camera

Nanopositioning
specialist PI has
introduced the P-620
series of miniature
nanopositioning
stages, which offers
extremely large travel
ranges and high
linearity. Smaller than a credit card, these
compact systems provide linear travel ranges of
up to 1 mm and sub-nanometre resolution. They
are said to be ideal for applications like
nanometrology, spectroscopy, scanning
microscopy, optics and mask alignment,
head/media test systems and nanolithography.
Designed for high-duty cycle applications, the
stages feature a zero-maintenance, friction-free
flexure guiding system and award-winning
ceramic-encapsulated piezo drives. According to
PI, high-speed digital controllers with advanced
linearization algorithms provide fast, highly stable
position control. LabVIEW drivers and a variety of
software tools are included with the controllers.
www.pi.ws

Near-infrared camera
JAI PULNiX

Laser

Lighting
P H O T O N

L I N E S

UK office: ja-marvin@photonlines.com
French office: infos@photonlines.com

www.photonlines.com

JAI PULNiX says that its
TM-250 near-infrared
(NIR) machine-vision
CCD camera provides
increased sensitivity in
the NIR and visible
spectra. The small
camera features resolutions of 768 × 494 (EIA)
and 752 × 582 (CCIR), and shutter speeds of
between 1/29 000 and 1/60 s.
DIP switches on the back of the camera
allow it to be configured in many different
modes, which allows the TM-250 to replace
other cameras in a variety of applications. The
compact camera is said to suit all types of
machine-vision, automated-inspection and
related applications. The TM-250’s attributes
include edge preselect, reset–restart and other
popular modes.
www.jaipulnix.com
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Beam expanders
Laser Components
Laser Components has
extended its line of
beam expanders, which
features 1064 nm and
10.6 µm wavelength
versions, to include a
532 nm series.
Expanders are available with ×2, ×3, ×4, ×5,
×6 and ×10 factors. In each case, the
maximum input aperture is 6 mm and the
maximum output aperture is 23 mm.
All beam expanders are supplied with
antireflection coating as standard and, according
to the firm, provide a total transmission of more
than 97%. Zoom expanders with variable
magnification from 2× to 8× are also available to
suit Nd:YAG (1064 nm) or CO2 (10.6 µm)
systems of up to around 100 W.
www.laser-components.com

Machine-vision camera
Toshiba
Toshiba Digital
Solutions Division has
released the new IK-TF7:
a 3CCD 1024 × 768
progressive-scan colour
camera. This compact
and lightweight camera
features a small form
factor, making it attractive for space-sensitive
machine-vision applications. Toshiba says that
the product is ideal for online colour inspection,
product testing and identification.
The IK-TF7 has a smaller pixel size than its
predecessor – the IK-TF5 – and features a
removable infrared filter. Through the
incorporation of three 1/3 inch progressive scan
CCDs, the TF camera series has effectively
eliminated image jitter. The camera also
features an RS-232C serial communications
port to enable remote control via a PC.
www.toshiba.com

Optical coating
Umicore Laser Optics
Umicore Laser Optics
has launched its
UltraLO absorption
coating for CO2 laser
optics. According to the
UK-based firm, the
coating offers less than
0.15% absorption on
antireflection-coated
high-gas-pressure lenses. UltraLO lenses
operate at lower temperatures to give reduced
thermal lensing and focus shift. The coating has
been designed specifically for CO2 lasers with
output powers in excess of 4 kW.
laseroptics.umicore.com
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Stress-mapping system
OptoSigma
OptoSigma has
introduced a new
flexible, high-resolution
scanning curvature and
stress-measurement
system from k-Space
Associates. The kSA
MOS ultrascan is said
to be capable of
mapping the induced
thin-film stress on semiconductor wafers, optical
mirrors, lenses, and nearly any highly polished
surface with exceptional accuracy. The 2D laser
array scanning system currently offers up to
200 mm X-Y scanning range, with 2 µm
resolution. The system allegedly gives 10 times
higher stress resolution, lower noise and more
powerful mapping capabilities than any other
system currently available.
www.optosigma.com

Motion controller and switchbox
Newport Corporation
Newport Corporation
has launched the
NewStep NSC200
motion controller – an
integrated, hand-held
stepper motor controller
that provides single-axis control of the firm’s
NSA12 motorized actuators and MFA-PP linear
stages. The NSC200 is said to provide users
with ergonomic manual control and computer
control, and features a 64× microstepping ratio
for ultra-smooth, high-sensitivity positioning.
Used in conjunction with the new NSC-SB
switchbox, the controller can position as many
as eight NewStep devices.
The controller has an autoscan feature to
detect connected devices, an autoconfiguration
for NewStep actuators and an RS-485
communications link that allows computer
control of up to 256 units in parallel.
www.newport.com

Semiconductor lasers
Quintessence Photonics
A new line of high-brightness, high-power
semiconductor lasers is now available from
semiconductor laser specialist Quintessence
Photonics. The single-emitter C-mount and
Q-mount products make use of the company’s
BrightLase semiconductor technology. To
ensure the ruggedness of these lasers,
Quintessence says that they are manufactured
with state-of-the-art hard solder processes and
mounts, with thermal expansion coefficients
closely matched to the laser dye. For
applications requiring a collimated beam, a
fast-axis collimating lens is also available.
www.qpc.cc
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Speed Freaks
The fastest scanners on the market…just got faster.
Some might say we’re obsessed with speed. Perhaps that explains
how we can consistently deliver the industry’s fastest and most
accurate galvanometers and servo drivers. Like our new H line of
62xx galvos – pushing the technology envelope with better
performance and speeds that are 25% faster than what’s available
in today’s market.
We’re also introducing two new servo-driver boards. A dual-axis
analog servo that provides a 50% board space reduction and
higher speed at lower cost, and a self-tuning digital servo driver
that delivers speeds faster than analog servo technology.

■ New 6215H Galvanometer
Highest frequency galvo in the market
Ideal for high-speed raster scan applications

■ 62xxH Series Galvanometers
25% torque increase for higher speeds
Compatible with 62xx standard product line

11

■ DC900 State-Space

Digital Servo Driver
Self-tuning – no adjustment pots
Up to twice as fast as analog servos

■ MicroMax 673xx

Dual-Axis Analog Servo Driver
Half the size of 2 single-axis servos
The most attractive combination of
size, speed and cost

Talk is cheap. Our prices are not bad, either.
While the rest of the industry talks about performance, we
deliver it. So go ahead, put us to the test. We’re making it
even easier by increasing performance without increasing prices.

109 Smith Place, Cambridge, MA 02138 USA
Tel: (617) 441-0600 • Fax: (617) 497-8800
www.cambridgetechnology.com
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Video eyewear
Scalar
A collaboration
between US-based
microdisplay
manufacturer Kopin
and Japanese
optoelectronic
specialist Scalar has
given rise to this compact video eyewear device.
Kopin’s CyberDisplay – a 180 000 colour filter
microdisplay – has been integrated into Scalar’s
Teleglass device to create the world’s smallest
video eyewear for video-on-the-go applications.
Connected to a mobile phone, portable DVD
player or digital camera, Scalar’s Teleglass
projects a high-resolution video image onto
eyeglasses that is equivalent to a 28 inch TV
screen viewed from a distance of 7 ft.
The system features a switch – to project
images to either the right or left eye – which
enables viewers to use their dominant eye to
privately watch television or films, read text or
view pictures. Kopin’s CyberDisplay is a
0.24 inch-diagonal colour-filter active-matrix
liquid-crystal display with a resolution of
800 × 225 colour dots, which consumes less
than 15 mW of power.
www.scalar.co.jp

Continuous-wave diode laser
TOPTICA Photonics
TOPTICA Photonics of
Germany has released
a compact, powerefficient narrow-band
ultraviolet laser source
at 243 nm, with an
output power of
15 mW. Based on its modular diode laser
systems, a frequency-quadrupling approach
allows light to be generated in the spectral
range 220–270 nm, without water cooling. An
automatic relock feature allows frequency
scanning of 100 GHz and above.
TOPTICA says that the laser linewidth of
below 5 MHz, combined with a mode-hop-free
detuning of 30 GHz, will be of particular interest
to researchers. The company also hopes that
this alternative to gas-laser technology will
stimulate interest in a range of application
areas, such as interferometry, imaging,
lithography and mastering.
www.toptica.com

Nanoscale metrology instruments
piezosystem jena
Nano and micropositioning specialist
piezosystem jena has launched a range of
interferometric measurement systems for
making rapid, accurate measurements of angle
and length. The product line, designed for the
calibration and control of nanoscale
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movements, includes single-, double- and triplebeam interferometers for length measurement
down to 0.1 nm and angular measurement
down to 0.01 arcsec.
The product line features the digital piezo
controller 30DV50, which includes rise-time
optimization, active-oscillation damping, an
autocalibration routine and automatic sensor
identification. Applications for these products
include semiconductor analysis, microscopy
and materials analysis.
www.piezojena.com

Surface-mount LEDs
Pacer Components
A range of high-intensity
surface-mount LEDs is
now available from UKbased optoelectronics
distributor Pacer
Components.
Manufactured by Epitex
of Japan, these LEDs
are offered with
emitting angles ranging
from ±15 to ±55°. There are almost
30 wavelengths available, varying between
405 and 1550 nm. Pacer offers, among other
options, a white version with a typical total
radiant power of 4 mW, an RGB option, and a
640 nm point source device.
Complementing this range are a number of
multiwavelength devices, with a combination of
either two or three wavelengths, in both the
visible and infrared regions.
www.pacer.co.uk

Mirrors and polarizers
Precision Photonics
US firm Precision
Photonics has
introduced a range of
laser mirrors and wideacceptance-angle
Brewster-angle
polarizers. Based on the
company’s ion-beam-sputtered coating
technology, the components are said to offer
lower scatter and absorption losses, higher laser
damage thresholds, and insensitivity to moisture
and other environmental factors.
Mirrors include broadband-visible, dispersionflattened Ti:sapphire, doubled high-power YAG,
high-power YAG and telecoms (S, C and L
bands) models. The Brewster-angle plate
polarizers are guaranteed to give optimal
performance at a 56° angle of incidence, and
are said to suit high-power applications.
Polarizers separate s and p polarizations with an
extinction ratio of greater than 750:1 in the
transmitted beam. Customized versions are
available from the firm upon request.
www.precisionphotonics.com
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Motorized display-positioning system
Optronic Laboratories
Optronic Laboratories,
US, has introduced the
OL 770-MDPS
motorized displaypositioning system. The
OL 770-MDPS is
available with two
motorized axes, and
has a sturdy aluminium
construction with stainless steel shafts and
linear bearings for smooth, jitter-free movement.
The remote keypad controls the direction of
movement and selects one of two jogging
speeds, which is said to allow for both the fast
scanning of display locations and the precise
positioning of the measurement target.
www.olinet.com

EMCCD camera
Photometrics
US-based
Photometrics, a
manufacturer of CCD
cameras for bioscience,
has introduced the
Cascade II product
series. According to the
firm, its Cascade II:512
is the only electron-multiplying EMCCD
microscopy camera in the world to operate at
–80 °C without the need for water or liquidnitrogen cooling. By eliminating the need for a
bulky chilled-water circulator or cryogenics
compressor, the Cascade II:512 is said to
provide maximum long-term convenience.
The EMCCD camera exploits thermoelectric
air-cooling, and houses an e2v CCD97 – a backilluminated, frame-transfer sensor used in the
popular Cascade:512B. Included with the
Cascade II:512 is the company’s PVCAM
application programming interface, compatible
with many third-party software packages.
www.photomet.com

Diode-pumped solid-state laser
Bavarian Photonics
Bavarian Photonics has
expanded its diodepumped solid-state
laser product family
with a 32 W TEM00
laser emitting at
1064 nm. The Aion
Industrial 1064-32-V is
an Nd:YVO4 laser that generates pulses with an
energy of 1000 µJ at 30 kHz, and shows a
pulse width of between 10 and 80 ns. The laser
is said to suit applications such as wafer
dicing, fast micromachining, deep structuring
and solar-cell processing.
www.tuilaser.com
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Turning mirror mount
JPSA

Monolithic
integration

Aspheric and free-form lenses

Precision-molded
glass optics
tel. +45 4434 7040
fax +45 4434 7041
www.kaleido-technology.com
contact@kaleido-technology.com

PERFORMANCE / PRECISION / VALUE

From our comprehensive line of integrating sphere light measurement systems,
to our highly regarded diffuse reflectance standards and targets, expect nothing
but state-of-the-art technology, high performance and accurate results,
at a price less than you’d expect!

SphereOptics is your source for:
• Integrating Sphere Components
• Laser Power Measurement Systems
• Goniophotometers
• Diffusion Material
• Custom Design Capabilities

• Lamp Flux Measurement Systems
• Luminance/Radiance Standards
• Reflectance Standards
• Calibration Services

Contact us today for more information
US Headquarters: 603-746-2000 / US Sales: 858-695-2895
Germany: +49 (0) 7556-9299666 / France: +33 (0) 1 69 07 21 84

www.sphereoptics.com
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US-based JPSA has
announced a new
large-format turning
mirror mount for
ultraviolet (UV)
processing that is
gimbal-mounted to
eliminate cross-talk
between the X and Y adjustment axes. The
mount turns a UV excimer laser beam at a 90°
angle and directs it through a beam-delivery
system. The turning mirror is front-surface
located in a spring-loaded pre-mount, to give
stability and low stress to the mirror. JPSA says
that the lifetime of the optics is extended by
eliminating potential contaminants such as
organic materials, grease and oil.
www.jpsalaser.com

Yellow diode-pumped solid-state laser
Melles Griot
Melles Griot says that
its latest yellow
(561 nm) diodepumped solid-state
laser emits twice the
power of earlier models.
The 20 mW 85 YCA 020
is an extension of the YCA family of singlefrequency-mode yellow lasers introduced in
2004. The laser is linearly polarized and
operates in a single longitudinal mode, with an
M2 of less than 1.2 and peak-to-peak noise of
less than 3%. According to Melles, it is an ideal
source for confocal laser scanning microscopy.
The compact, conduction-cooled laser head
features thermoelectric cooling and automatic
power control for stable, long-term operation.
www.mellesgriot.com

Photonic-crystal design tool
Photon Design
Oxford-based Photon
Design has updated its
CrystalWave photoniccrystal simulation tool.
Version 3.0 is said to be faster and more
flexible that its predecessor, and includes new
features to address a wider range of user
applications. Dispersion and losses are now
handled by all the calculation engines, enabling
metals and semiconductors to be modelled. A
materials database, containing refractive index
models for common metals and
semiconductors, can also be used.
The finite difference time domain (FDTD)
engine is 10–15% faster in this version, and
improvements to the FDTD calculations give
greater flexibility for defining simulations. The
bandsolver now includes a 3D version.
www.photond.com
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Flashlamp pumped solid-state laser
Photonic Solutions

Superior Imaging Intelligent
Intensified CCD Cameras

Edinburgh-based laser
distributor Photonic
Solutions is now
supplying the Powerlite
Plus 2 joule option laser
from Continuum. The
laser is said to deliver
more energy than its
industry-leading predecessor, while maintaining
unparalleled beam quality.
Photonic Solutions says that for many years
Continuum has produced the highest energy
laser commercially available – the Powerlite
Plus – delivering 3 J of infrared light and 1.5 J of
green light (532 nm). Now, to meet the
demands of researchers studying high-field
phenomena and requiring higher levels of green
energy pumping, Continuum has produced the
Powerlite Plus 2 joule option.
www.psplc.com

XXRapid
Frame
Multiple exposures,
10ps steps,
up to 100GHz burst
Customized
f/0.8 relay lens coupling

Pulsed laser diode current source
ILX Lightwave

All delay and gate
electronics in one head

ILX Lightwave, a
provider of laser diode
instrumentation and
test systems, has
introduced a precision
pulsed current source developed specifically
for pulsing low- and medium-power laser
diodes. Dubbed LDP-3840B, and replacing the
LDP-3840/03, the CE-marked unit delivers up
to 3 A of low-noise current with fast rise times
and low overshoot. The unit features a
GPIB/IEEE-488 interface for automated laserdiode testing and characterization, and
includes input and output triggers to suit
system integration and initiate measurements
without a command program.
www.ilxlightwave.com

The intelligent
multi-framing
intensified CCD
camera system

Standard of
Excellence
Paul Hoess KG
P.O. Box 950240, 81518 Munich, Germany
Phone: +49 (0)89 652029
Fax: +49 (0)89 654817
E-mail: phoess@attglobal.net
U.S.A.: Stanford Computer Optics, Inc.
780 Cragmont Avenue,
Berkeley, CA 94708, USA
Phone: +1 (510) 527-3516
Fax: +1 (510) 558-9582
E-mail: info@stanfordcomputeroptics.com

Buy from the technology leader

TEC laser module
Laserex
The LDM-10 laser
diode from Laserex of
Australia includes a
high-quality
thermoelectric cooler
to keep the source at a
fixed temperature.
Available with an
emission wavelength from 405 to 905 nm, the
LDM-10 features antireflective-coated optics
and high-speed modulation to ensure that
mode-hopping is practically eliminated.
The source, which can emit either a 155 MHz
square-wave modulation or continuous-wave,
incorporates a series of operating status
monitors that can be viewed on a PC via either
an RS232 connection or an analogue output.
www.laserex.net

Laser Solutions
from Cobolt
Need top-class wall-plug
efficiency, low noise and
compact size?
Cobolt Blues™
473 nm, 50 mW

Cobolt Samba™
532 nm, 100 mW
 Single

longitudinal mode DPSSL
beam quality M2<1.2
 Low noise <3% pk-pk, <0.3% rms
 Dimensions 95x60x40 mm
 Cobolt PPKTP inside
 OEM & stand-alone lab versions
 Excellent

Looking for the ideal
Ar-ion laser
replacement?

Cobolt Dual Calypso™
Dual line 491+532 nm,
20+20 mW

 Single

line up to 50 mW 491 nm DPSSL
beam quality and low noise
 Dimensions: 4.1" x 2.8" x 1.5"
 Multiwavelength Cobolt PPKTP inside
 Excellent

Look no further!
Call us today!
+46 8 545 91 230
Cobolt AB
Kräftriket 8
SE-104 05 Stockholm
Sweden

http://www.stanfordcomputeroptics.com
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Tel: +46 8 545 91 230
Fax: +46 8545 91 231
www.cobolt.se
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V-grooves
Moritex Europe
Moritex Europe of the
UK says it can supply
v-groove components
and fully manufactured
fibre arrays to meet the
most demanding of
customer
specifications. The firm
says that devices can
be made in any size

and can have hundreds of grooves.
Produced using a grinding process, the
v-grooves are available in a range of materials,
including quartz, glass or ceramic. Moritex says
it has been able to obtain deeper grooves than
those made by traditional chemical etching
methods. With pitch tolerances typically better
than ±0.3 µm, the company believes its
v-grooves and fibre arrays have the precision to
ensure alignment of single and multimode
optical fibres within optical modules.
www.moritex.com

Diode laser
nLight
nLight has released an
808 nm diode laser
that emits 3 W
continuous-wave from
a single, 100 µm
broad-area emitter.
Available in a C-mount
of high heat-load
package, the
multimode diode is said by the company to be
an ideal pump source for solid-state lasers,
and heat or illumination source for medical
and industrial applications.
The device has an operating current of 2.8 A
and a compliance voltage of 1.85 V. Beam
divergence is said to be less than 36 × 10°
FWHM. In addition, nLight says it can include an
antireflection-coated cylinder lens to collimate
the fast axis to less than 2° FWHM, with less
than 95% power transmission.
www.nlight.net

Measurement system
Armstrong Optical
The NMM-1
measurement and
manipulation system
from SIOS Messtechnik
of Germany is now
available in the UK
through Armstrong
Optical. The system
offers a resolution of
0.1 nm within a measurement envelope of
25 × 25 × 5 mm. This accuracy is achieved by
using three fibre-coupled frequency-stabilized
HeNe laser interferometers, plus a zero Abbe
error measurement set-up.
A number of contact and non-contact
measurement probes are available from SIOS
Messetechnik for the NMM-1, including a fixedfocus sensor and an AFM. A nano-CMM probe
is also being evaluated with the aim of
providing 3D measurement capability in the
future. Typical applications are said to include
the positioning, manipulation and
measurement of objects in the fields of
micromechanics, microelectronics, optics and
precision engineering.
www.armstrongoptical.co.uk

QC laser module
Cascade Technologies
Cascade Technologies
of the UK is now
offering a developer
version of its quantum
cascade (QC) laser
system that includes a
laser module, control
box and interface card.
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Housed in a compact and robust package, the
system is said by the company to give midinfrared-to-terahertz spectral coverage, excellent
tunability and high output powers, while
operating at (or close to) room temperature.
The quantum cascade unit’s “swap in/swap
out” chamber allows lasers to be swiftly
exchanged, and a vacuum port provided on the
enclosure promotes enhanced laser and Peltier
lifetime. Access to all engineering and control
parameters is enabled via the unit’s USB
interface card. Suitable applications listed by
the firm include gas sensing, spectroscopy,
remote detection, product characterization
and range-finding.
www.cascade-technologies.com

Beam expanders
Special Optics
A range of large-output
beam expanders are
now available from
Special Optics of the
US. With diffractionlimited clear apertures
of 100 nm, the
expanders are said to
provide low wavefront
distortion and a
transmittance of greater
than 92% over a
spectral range of 400–1600 nm.
Expansion ratios range from 4× to 40× and
each component comes with broadband
antireflection coatings with a damage
threshold quoted by Special Optics at
500 MW/cm2. The expanders are produced
in-house and the company says it can
customize other models to have lower
wavefront distortion, higher transmittance or
different expansion ratios.
www.specialoptics.com

Polarization analyser
Thorlabs
Thorlabs says that its
PAX5700 series of
rotating waveplatebased polarimeters
offers precision stateof-polarization (SOP)
measurements over a 70 dB power range.
There are four different wavelength ranges
available, covering 400–1700 nm, and also
the choice of internal or interchangeable
external sensor heads.
The PAX5700 is designed for measurements
of SOP, degree of polarization (DOP) and
extinction ratio (ER) in polarization-maintaining
fibres. It also offers a perfect platform for
Jones/Mueller matrix analysis and allows easy
integration into customer set-ups.
www.thorlabs.com
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Polarization Tools
from Thorlabs
Due to past acquisitions Thorlabs has become an
expert manufacturer for test and measurement
systems. The analysis and control of polarization
related parameters is a field
where Thorlabs
now offers a
range of innovative tools for
industry and lab
environments.
The consistent
modular design
of these tools
contributes to the flexibility and easy adaptation into
customer applications.

Flexible Polarization Analysis
Extremely fast or high dynamic power range –
Thorlabs’ provides two different polarimeters with an
excellent accuracy for diverse applications of SOP
and more complex measurements like PMD, Jones-,
and Mueller matrix analysis. The fast fiber based
IPM5300 inline polarimeter (1500 to 1640nm) and
the rotating waveplate PAX5700 series terminating
polarimeter (400 to 1700nm) with a higher dynamic
range are both designed for a common mainframe.

Fast Polarization Controller
Thorlabs’ Deterministic Polarisation Controller
DPC5500 (1500 to 1640nm) controls the State
of Polarization (SOP) truly input independent at
sampling speeds up to 1MHz. Plugged into the
same mainframe with one of the polarimeters and
a powerful tunable laser all kinds of polarization
related analysis tasks can be performed.

New PMD Analysis System
Thorlabs new PMD5000 system is an example.
Besides the choice of the most appropriate
polarimeter the system can be split into separate
controller and analyser units to analyse buried
fibers. A single controller communicates with many
analyser units via TCP/IP over long distances and
thus allows cost effective PMD measurements of
more complex network structures.
www.thorlabs.com/pol
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CANADA

Picolight founder joins up
with Zarlink as senior VP
Canadian firm Zarlink
Semiconductor has
appointed Stan
Swirhun as senior
vice-president and
general manager of its
optoelectronics
Swirhun: finding markets. division. Swirhun,
founder and former
chief executive officer (CEO) of Picolight,
brings more than 25 years of technological,
entrepreneurial and management experience
to the company. “He is an expert in large-scale
market creation and product development
programmes,” said Kirk Mandy, Zarlink CEO.
FRANCE

Opticsvalley casts vote
for Vernay as president
Opticsvalley, the French optics and photonics
association that promotes innovation
through technology sharing, has elected

Dominique Vernay to the post of president.
Vernay, former vice-president of
Opticsvalley, replaces the association’s
founder Jean Jerphagnon as president.
Vernay has been technical director of the
Thales Group – at the heart of its
management team and with a direct
responsibility for research – since 1996.
US

JDS Uniphase promotes
Vellequette to CFO post
Optical technology
specialist JDS
Uniphase has
promoted David
Vellequette to the
position of chief
financial officer and
Vellequette: cost control. senior vice-president.
Vellequette spent
10 years at Cisco Systems before moving to
Openwave Systems as vice-president of
worldwide sales and service operations in
2002. JDS initially hired Vellequette in July
2004 as vice-president and operations

controller, making him acting senior
financial officer in February 2005. “Dave
has demonstrated a relentless focus on cost
control and operational performance,” said
the firm’s president and chief executive
officer Kevin Kennedy.
US

Lebby to expand OIDA’s
role in optoelectronics
Michael Lebby has
joined the
Optoelectronics
Industry
Development
Association (OIDA),
bringing both
financial and
Lebby: device pioneer.
technical expertise to
the role of executive director. In this position,
Lebby will support the society’s aim of
promoting optoelectronics. He holds over
175 US-issued optoelectronic patents, and
was a key contributor in bringing verticalcavity surface-emitting laser technology to
Motorola in the early 1990s.
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Unrivalled distribution

● Print or electronic delivery

to 30,000 key industry
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● Distributed at all major
optics and photonics
events in 2006
● PDF distribution from
optics.org

Pricing available in Euro or Pounds Sterling.
Email sales@edmundoptics.com or visit
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Optikos Corporation
Fast Affordable Lens Quality Control
Optikos, the leader in image quality test equipment
is pleased to introduce the QC bench, a compact,
reliable, easy-to-use quality control tool for digital
imaging product manufacturers.
Measure:
• MTF
• Focal Length and F/#
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Edmund Optics UK Ltd has released its new March
2005 catalog. This 356 page catalog contains over
7,200 products, including over 500 new products
ranging from UV-and-NIR corrected achromats to new
EO designed and manufactured TML telecentric
lenses. Choose from our extensive inventory or work
with our engineers on custom optical solutions. OEM
discounts and just-in-time shipping are available.
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CALENDAR
For a more comprehensive list of events, including links to websites, visit optics.org/events.

DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

ORGANIZER

CONTACT

September 6–9

Nonlinear Guided Waves And Their
Applications

Dresden, Germany

OSA

www.osa.org/meetings/topicals/
NLGW/

September 6–9

Euro-Mediterranean Symposium On
Aachen, Germany
Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy

Fraunhofer Institute for www.ilt.fraunhofer.de/
Laser Technology
emslibs2005

September 12–14 7th International Conference On
Mid-Infrared Optoelectronics

Lancaster, UK

Tony Krier

www.lancs.ac.uk/depts/physics/
conf/miomd-7/index.htm

September 12–14 2nd International Conference On
Optical And Laser Diagnostics

London, UK

Instrument Science and http://conferences.iop.org/
Technology Group, IOP ICOLAD

September 12–16 SPIE International Symposium On
Optical Systems Design 2005

Jena, Germany

SPIE

http://spie.org/conferences/
programs/05/eod/

September 12–17 2nd International Conference Of
Advanced Optoelectronics And Lasers

Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine

OSA

www.osa.org/meetings/events/
viewMtg.asp?ID=1707

September 19–22 5th International Conference On
Numerical Simulation Of OE Devices

Berlin, Germany

WIAS, Humboldt
University, FBH

www.wias-berlin.de/
workshops/nusod05/

September 19–22 Remote Sensing Europe

Bruges, Belgium

SPIE

http://spie.org/conferences/
programs/05/ers/

ADVER TISERS’ INDEX
4D Technology www.4DTechnology.com
AP Technologies www.aptechnologies.com
BFI Optilas International
www.bfioptilas.avnet.com
Breault Research Organization Breault.com
B&W Tek Inc www.bwtek.com
Cambridge Technology
www.cambridgetechnology.com
Cobolt AB www.cobolt.se
Cristal Laser SA www.cristal-laser.fr
Crystal Systems Inc
www.crystalsystems.com
CVI Technical Optics www.cvilaser.com
Diode Laser Concepts Inc
www.diodelaserconcepts.com
Duma Optronics Ltd www.duma.co.il
Dymax Europe GmbH www.dymax.de
Edmund Industrial Optics
www.edmundoptics.com
ELCAN Optical Technologies
www.ELCAN.com/europe/offsets
Engineering Synthesis Design Inc
www.engsynthesis.com
ESCO Products www.escoproducts.com
Excel Technology Europe GmbH
www.excel-europe.com
Hamamatsu www.sales.hamamatsu.com
HC Photonics Corporation
www.hcphotonics.com
High Q Laser Production GmbH
www.highQlaser.com

34 ILX Lightwave
46
35 www.ilxlightwave.com/ole09.html
Image Science Ltd
8
27 www.image-science.co.uk
51
IFC Imagine Optic www.imagine-optic.com
49 IMT Masken und Teilungen AG
www.imtag.ch
10
47 IPOT, Machine Vision & Displays Technology
24
53 www.ipot.co.uk
16
51 i-Chips www.i-chipstech.com
Kaleido Technology
52
41 www.kaleido-technology.com
32
4 Kentek www.kentek-laser.com
Labsphere Inc www.labsphere.com
22
28 Laser Components (UK) Ltd
17
43 www.lasercomponents.co.uk
42 Leister Process Technologies
www.axetris.com
44
57 LIMO-Lissotschenko Mikrooptik GmbH
www.limo.de
26
41
12 Master Bond Inc www.masterbond.com
Melles Griot www.mellesgriot.com
OBC
20 Metrolux Optische Meßtechnik GmbH
32
20 www.metrolux.de
New Focus Inc www.newfocus.com
36
28 Newport Corporation
23
11 www.newport.com/oriel1
Ophir Optronics Ltd www.ophiropt.com
IBC
57
20 Optikos Corporation www.optikos.com
Opto www.optoexpo.com
42
41
7 Optometrics LLC www.optometrics.com

Oz Optics www.ozoptics.com
44
Paul Höß KG
www.stanfordcomputeroptics.com
53
PCO AG www.pco.de
49
Photon Lines www.photonlines.com
45
Photonex 05 Europe www.photonex.org
54
Photonic Products
www.photonic-products.com
48
Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH & Co KG
www.pi.ws/smole
6
Polymicro Technologies LLC
www.polymicro.com
35
Powerlase Limited www.powerlase.com
26
PROMET International Inc www.promet.net 48
Schott Glas www.schott.com/epackaging 14
Scitec Instruments Ltd www.scitec.uk.com 28
Spectrogon AB www.spectrogon.com
42
Sphere Optics-Hoffman
www.sphereoptics.com
52
Spiricon Laser Beam Diagnostics Inc
www.spiricon.com
45
Stanford Research Systems Inc
www.srsys.com
9
StockerYale Canada Inc
www.stockeryale.com
41
Testbourne Limited www.testbourne.com 50
Thorlabs GmbH www.thorlabs.com/pol
55
Unaxis Balzers Ltd www.optics.unaxis.com 24
Vialux Messetechnik & Bildverarbeitung GmbH
www.vialux.de
32
Vision 2005 www.vision-messe.de
55

The index is provided as a service and, while every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, Opto & Laser Europe accepts no liability for error.
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